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About this report
Back to the Football

It’s all about innovation

Time for kick-off

April 2020 was a bleak month for the world of Football. Both
Ligue 1 and Eredivisie announced that their seasons were
cancelled and UEFA had previously announced in March
that Euro2020 would be postponed by a year. Sponsorship
agreements, broadcasting rights, player contracts, the
transfer window etc. The fate of so many crucial aspects of
the world of football was in a state of flux.

The negatives aside, it's fair to say that Covid-19 also had
some positive effects. Even though innovation in Football
has been an important topic for a while now, it is 2020 in
which we see more clubs, leagues and others
experimenting with startups and digital offerings than ever
before. Hopefully the beginning of a “mass adoption”. In this
report we’re having a look at some of the key trends, here are
some highlights:

We are now at the end of November. Not only did the
2019-20 season come to a successful close with champions
duly crowned (Liverpool fans probably heaved a bigger sigh
of relief than anyone else), but the 2020-21 season is well
underway. And for that we are grateful. Football is spoken
about more than any other sport at SportsTechX so we are
extremely proud to bring you this report. With a stellar
line-up of great data & insights, identifying and breaking
down major trends and then topping it off with an industry
perspective from top teams, leagues and associations in
what we call the ‘Champions League of Football Innovation’,
we believe we’re onto a winner here. We hope you will enjoy
the reading as much as we did the making.

Then came the DFL announcement that the Bundesliga
restart was confirmed for May 16. A collective sigh of relief
was combined with a fair amount of scepticism. We imagine
there were plenty of crossed fingers and legs in DFL offices
in those initial weeks but ‘Ze Germans’ had indeed pulled it
off superbly. And before you knew it all the big leagues were
back at it. UEFA announced that the Champions League
final would be on August 7, officially the closing date of the
2019-20 season. By then football was up and running
everywhere: South America, Asia, Africa. All was right in the
world again.
Except for one big, big factor: the fans. Artificial stadium
sounds have helped, but seeing advertising banners where
screaming fans once sat really isn’t the same. And this of
course affects the players and in turn the results. There was
talk in September of the Bundesliga starting with a 20%
capacity rule but was never applied. Packed stadiums might
be some way away but hopefully some fans should be back
sometime soon.

London is clearly the global FootballTech capital, home
to 10% of all startups and contributing 22% of all
investment seen in the world of FootballTech
Content platforms have usually been the most attractive
to investors. Though there is a shift as new trends
emerge: gamified training with smart equipment,
automated content production at grassroots and focus
on the modern fan experience
Football innovation initiatives are being set up all over
the world, with an interesting mix of the big clubs and
leagues as well as some forward-looking challengers
2020 has been a year of understandable caution for the
ecosystem. But it also feels like the digital era in sports and
in football has finally arrived. An era in which an openness
for digital business models, tech startups and innovation
topics is a must. The next few years will be interesting to
watch, our front row seat is already booked.

With that said, the whistle is in the referee’s mouth. It’s time
for kick-off!

Benjamin Penkert

Founder at SportsTechX
benjamin@sportstechx.com

Rohn Malhotra

Co-founder at SportsTechX
rohn@sportstechx.com
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The FootballTech Innovators 2020

UEFA Innovation Hub

LaLiga

DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga

Major League Soccer

Jean-Baptiste Alliot

Minerva Santana

Andreas Heyden

Chris Schlosser

Paris Saint-Germain

Barça Innovation Hub

FC Bayern München

Clube Atlético Mineiro

Mathieu Lacome

Albert Mundet

Stefan Mennerich

Leandro Figueiredo Magalhaes

Benfica Lisbon

Real Madrid Next

Borussia Dortmund

FC Goa

João Copeto

Julien Piwowar

Simon Mayr

Akshay Tandon

DFB-Akademie TechLab

KNVB

Johann Cruyff Arena

Sport Innovation Alliance

Sebastian Koppers

Giel Kirkels

Sander van Stiphout

Juan Iraola

These are the 16 individuals who have contributed to the
first-ever FootballTech report. We are honored that they
represent some of the most important and successful
clubs and organisations in the history of football. But the
most important criteria for this selection is based on
something that happens off the pitch: What all of them
have in common are remarkable activities in the field of
technology, startups and innovation. We believe that
these kind of initiatives are essential to bring the
beautiful game into the (digital) future and to ensure its
relevance in the modern world. Thanks to all of you for
being a leader on this field and for sharing your insights
in the report.
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Foreword from our partner: SPORTTOTAL
What should we know about you?
Sporttotal is one of the hottest sport tech companies in
Europe. We revolutionized the German and European amateur
soccer scene with our automated 180° camera technology. We
stream live games on our own OTT platform sporttotal.tv, since
2016. We already installed 800 camera systems in soccer,
volleyball, field hockey, basketball venues. Since we started,
we have broadcast over 25,000 live events and have become
Europe’s largest multi-sport streaming platform. With
sporttotal, amateuer sport has a digital home, soccer fans get
a new, local soccer-product and local businesses can
advertise digitally in the immediate vicinity of their home club.

What have been your latest developments?
This year we were able to develop our own artificial
intelligence based compact camera. With the new panoramic
camera, sporttotal is setting itself up for the future
independently and will thus broadcast even more sports live
from the new season onwards. In addition, starting this
season, we can offer our clubs Pay-per-View (PPV) solutions
and thus help them to offset the lack of spectator revenues.
We recently established a valuable and strategic cooperation
with Deutsche Telekom (DT), this will allow the games of the
regional soccer league club Bonner SC to be broadcast with
the new 5G technology. In the future, SPORTTOTAL will be able
to use 5G to connect additional sports clubs more quickly
and, above all, more easily to broadcast soccer matches on
sporttotal.tv.

What do you think are the key trends in live and
on-demand sports?
We believe that we will move away from subscription based
monetisation models and a rise in Pay-Per-View and
advertising funded services. Already seeing a trend towards
Pay-per-View for lower league and niche sports - especially
due the current corona virus restrictions limiting fans in
venues. Moreover, the rollout of 5G will have a noticeable
impact in different areas: the shift away from traditional
broadcasting to consumption of content on mobile devices
will accelerate. Fans will be able to watch live events in high
quality while on the go. And it opens up possibilities to new
novel forms of broadcasting, for example livestreaming of
360-degree or panoramic versions of events giving fans an
immersive personalized experience. Most recently, the use of
AI in live broadcasts will further increase and improve the
broadcast quality significantly. Games will be analysed
real-time and predictions and statistics generated could be
used by commenters or sent as part of the broadcast direct to
users to customize their experience. For example, the
probability of a goal being scored by a player on a break.

What can we expect from you in 2021?
The focus in 2021 is clearly on the further development of our
own technology especially in the area of AI and the release of
new products and services, such as a game analysis tools for
coaches, supporting clubs by allowing fans to donate, new

monetization models and the release of our streaming app.
The sporttotal streaming app will open up a large number of
new clubs and cooperation partners and further expand our
offer of live soccer from Germany's amateur leagues. The app
will also make possible to add new sports to the platform. In
addition, we will be making our panoramic camera available
for clubs to purchase directly, thus enabling every club in
Germany to become part of the sporttotal project. With the
streaming app and the panoramic camera, we want to enable
and encourage clubs to create their own content and thus
give fans even more insights into their daily lives, for example
from the dressing room, the training ground and the
championship celebration.

Peter Lauterbach

Head of Executive Board & CEO

Cologne, Germany

sporttotal.com/en
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SportsTechX - Market Intelligence for investors & professionals
About Us
SportsTechX is the #1 source for data & insights about startups
& innovation in SportsTech. Our mission to promote and
navigate the global SportsTech ecosystem.
We frequently publish content in formats such as
industry-leading reports, podcasts and newsletters, and appear
as keynote speakers at events. Our insights are based on our
SportsTech Framework which provides a systematic structure
to find, compare and assess all things SportsTech on a global
level.
We work with investors and organisations in sports and
adjacent industries helping them with market analysis and
connecting them with startups. We also support select
startups in business development and fundraising.

Services

Insights

Database

Reports

Leading global database that provides
high-value market intelligence for investors
and professionals in SportsTech. Helps to find
the best startups & initiatives to engage with.

Industry-leading reports that combine facts and
figures with qualitative insights.

Market Analysis
Customised in-depth research and consulting
on various aspects of the SportsTech market.
Includes
connecting
investors
and
organisations with startups/scaleups.

Marketing
Promotion opportunities for organisations,
brands & startups/scaleups to increase their
visibility in the SportsTech industry, e.g. by
placements in our reports or podcasts.

Newsletter
Cutting through the noise with topic features,
interviews & major industry updates.

Blog
Market insights with event reports, landscape
overviews and startup related articles.

Podcast
Showcasing startups and relevant initiatives from
the world of Sports & Tech.

LinkedIn Group
Community of SportsTech enthusiasts who share
the latest news and updates.
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Hello SportsTech - Showcasing cool, new products in Sports & Technology
About the project

Product Videos

Hello SportsTech, a brand-new initiative of SportsTechX, was
launched with the mission to highlight innovative solutions for
tech-savvy consumers hoping to upgrade their sports and
fitness experiences. It’s the go-to place to discover interesting
apps and devices in the sports one likes to do and watch.
The products are presented in a short and easily consumable
video format. Within each review, viewers can expect to learn
about the company behind the solution and its core mission
along with the experiences of the Hello SportsTech team
(amateurism and all). The videos conclude with key takeaways
highlighted to better understand the product and consider
before downloading or purchasing the solution for themselves.
Enjoy watching and feel free to reach out if we should test your
product!

Check out our YouTube channel

GO TO VIDEOS

05
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The SportsTech Framework - A systematic approach to the industry
About the framework

SportsTech Framework
Activity & Performance

Management & Organisation
Performance Tracking
& Coaching

Preparation

Wearables

Activity Data

Tutorials & Training

Team / Club Management

Game Equipment

Video Analytics

Injury Prevention & Rehabilition

Scouting & Recruitment

Infastructure

Coaching

Booking & Matchmaking

Stadium Management

Wearables & Equipment

Organisations & Venues

League / Tournament /
Event Management

We introduced the framework in 2017 in order to provide
a common understanding and structure for the
SportsTech ecosystem. Since then we keep enhancing
it, to ensure that it’s the best tool to identify, compare
and assess all things SportsTech on a global level.
The three main sectors are organised based on their
target audience: The Athlete, The Sports Executive and
The Fan. The further classification - sub sectors and
sub-sub sectors - provide additional levels of detail and
a deeper understanding
This framework forms the core of all our intelligence, e.g.
the reports and the database.

Fans & Content
News & Content

Fan Experiences
& Social Platforms

Fantasy Sports & Betting

Media
& Commercial Partners

News Aggregator

Fan Engagement

Betting

Media Production

Original Content

Ticketing & Merchandise

Betting Enablement

Sponsorship

OTT Platforms

Social Platforms

Fantasy Sports

Crowdfunding

Fantasy Sports Enablement
Sports Games

November 2020

@sportstechx | sportstechx.com

Even though the framework is proven-in-practice, there
will always be situations in which startups can be
assigned to two or even more sub or sub-sub sectors,
which simply cannot be avoided. We invite everyone to
share their feedback as we’re always looking to further
optimize our work.
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The SportsTech Framework - Structure and Descriptions
Activity & Performance

Management & Organisation

Fans & Content

This sector covers all solutions focused on the Athlete, whether
professional, amateur or at a leisure level. These are related to the actual
sports activity, no matter if it’s before, during or after it. Common goals are
tracking performance, preventing injuries & finding sports to play.

All solutions that help the modern Sports Executive perform their
responsibilities. Whether it’s managing sports facilities, teams,
associations, leagues, events, gyms or media companies. Goals here
usually relate to improving operational efficiency or providing a better
experience to the end consumer.

This sector is all about how sports connects to or is consumed by Fans and
viewers. All of these are solutions focused on the fan and so will include
content, merchandise or betting and fantasy sports.

Wearables & Equipment: Physical resources worn/used during an activity.
Wearables: Attachments to the body of the athlete or the surface of
playing equipment used.

Organisations & Venues: Solutions to help sports
organisations or venues with managing internal operations.

Game Equipment: Physical equipment that is used to perform an activity,
usually movable.

Team / Club Management: Tools for professional or amateur sports
teams, clubs or gyms.

Infrastructure: Resources installed on premises, usually immovable.

Scouting & Recruitment: Applications assisting teams or coaches
scout and recruit talent.

Performance Tracking & Coaching: Solutions that help improve the
athlete’s performance, either through tracking the activity and providing
feedback or by training guidance.
Activity Data: Tools that capture and track key metrics of sports activities.
Video Analytics: Applications that use video to record athletic
performance and provide insights.
Coaching: Tools to increase performance by providing training & guidance.
Preparation: Tools that help the athlete prepare for the sport they will
perform or aid in injury prevention & rehabilitation.
Tutorials & Training: Tools and tutorial guides to learn new skills and help
improve performance.
Injury prevention & rehabilitation: Applications to reduce the likelihood of
injury or help speed-up recovery.
Booking & Matchmaking: Platforms to discover and book venues, find
players or sports events locally or while traveling.

related

Stadium Management: In-stadium solutions that facilitate easier
operations or more efficient fan organisation.
League / Tournament / Event Management: Tools for organisers of
tournaments, leagues, races or major events.
Media & Commercial Partners: Solutions that are either for or
connect with the media, sponsoring brands or investors.
Media Production: Tools to make broadcasting easier and richer.
Sponsorship: Platforms to connect brands with teams and athletes
for sponsorship.
Crowdfunding: Marketplaces for athletes or teams to raise funds
directly from fans and benefactors.

News & Content: Solutions that provide all kinds of content for fans.
News Aggregator: Reporting current sports news or results.
Original Content: Creating original content, either video or editorial.
OTT Platforms: Sports streaming platforms.
Fan Experiences & Social Platforms: Connecting fans with each other or
bringing like minded sporting communities together.
Fan Engagement: Helping fans connect with their teams, leagues or
venues to enhance their experience.
Ticketing & Merchandise: Platforms for fans to purchase tickets for
events or merchandise & memorabilia for their favourite teams & athletes.
Social Platforms: Social networks and communities to connect people
with similar sports interests.
Fantasy Sports & Betting: Assistance with betting real or play money on
sports events and online games based on real or virtual teams.
Betting: Platforms to place sports bets.
Betting Enablement: Tools to aid the sports betting industry, either bettors
or betting companies.
Fantasy Sports: Fantasy sports or sports prediction games.
Fantasy Sports Enablement: Tools to help fantasy sports gamers or game
providers.
Sports games: Sports related video games.
For more details and examples go to this article.
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Feature Partner: World Football Summit
What should we know about you?
I’m a half Italian, half Dutch citizen, raised in Spain and educated
in the UK. Madrid is my hometown and the city I consider my
home, it is also the host city of our flagship event, World Football
Summit, which was started back in 2016 with a mission to bring
together the key stakeholders of the global football industry.

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?
World Football Summit has experienced significant changes over
the past months due to Covid-19. When the pandemic started we
were focused on expanding our event into target markets like
Asia, America and Africa after consolidating it as one of the
leading congresses for the business of football in Europe. We had
plans to develop digital and hybrid formats, but not in the short
term.
When Covid-19 forced us to suspend the four events we had
scheduled for 2020 we were forced to accelerate our plans.
Because we needed to generate revenue to make up for all the
losses, but first and foremost because as football’s leading
networking platform, which is what we pride ourselves to be, we
needed to provide the industry with a solution to come together
and work jointly in times of physical distancing.
Three months later we were inaugurating WFS Live, a first of its
kind 5-day digital gathering which brought together 158 industry
leaders and 3,400+ professionals from 120 countries across a
cutting-edge platform which not only replicated the networking
opportunities of our physical events, but opened up an entire new
range of possibilities.

WFS Live turned out to be our largest event ever and the second
edition, November 23-27, will be even bigger.

technology tools we’ve developed, we’ll deliver greater events
that will bring even more value to our partners.

How has the Covid-19 pandemic impacted your
activities & perspective?

Another thing we’ve learned is that more than ever the football
industry needs to stay connected and work together. In fact I
think that applies for every business: building strong
communities is going to be crucial in the post-Covid era. And
that’s what World Football Summit is evolving towards: not only a
global series of physical and digital events, but a strong and
permanently connected community formed by the industry’s
leading stakeholders and most influential professionals.

At this stage of the year we should’ve already hosted four events
in three different continents, and not only have we had to cancel
all of them, but it remains uncertain when we will be able to
reschedule them.
Covid-19 has basically forced us to accelerate our business plans.
I’d say we’ve jumped around four or five years in our strategy. But
our mission remains the same. In fact, I’d say that now we see it
clearer than ever. The pandemic has proved to what extent the
football industry needs to come together, strengthen ties and
collaborate to overcome challenges and create new
opportunities. Our challenge now is to be able to understand the
changing needs of our partners and to be agile enough to
develop the platform that can help them overcome the different
challenges they are facing.

What can we expect from WFS in 2021?
Personally I’m confident that at some point during the year we will
be able to host physical events again. It might have to be with
some restrictions, but I’m confident it will happen and I think
people will be eager to come together again.
These events will be different. We’ll probably be seeing a lot of
hybrid formats or what is already being called phygital, and that’s
something we’ll definitely have to adapt to. It will pose a
challenge, but I’m sure that after the lessons learned and with the

Jan Alessie
Director

Madrid, Spain

worldfootballsummit.com
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Key Takeaways - Football Tech 2015 -2020
Hopes are up for FootballTech
Since 2015 FootballTech has attracted over $650m in
investment and though the amounts have fluctuated each
year over that period, the average ticket size hit an all time
high in 2019 of $3.29m. This provided plenty of optimism for
followers of the SportsTech industry but then of course
Covid-19 happened and investors were much more
cautious in 2020. Overall, the U.S. is the top country for
FootballTech investment even though London is clearly the
FootballTech capital, topping the ‘city by funding’ and ‘city
by number of startups’ rankings over the period analysed. In
terms of themes, Content has been the clear winner in
FootballTech, with the Fans & Content sector accounting
for 68% of total funding received while 7 out of the top 10
funded companies all time are content publishing
platforms.

$656m Invested in
FootballTech

Pre-covid, avg ticket size at
5-year high of $3.29m in 2019

U.S. tops funding by country
list with $183m

London accounts for 22% of
FootballTech investment

Fans & Content receives 68%
of total funding

7 content platforms in top 10
all time funded list

Numbers excluding undisclosed Deals/Acquisitions
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THE WORLD OF FOOTBALL TECH
This chapter takes a look at the world of FootballTech from a geographical perspective. It is
mainly focused on showcasing the funding distribution since 2015, but also highlights the
distribution of startups from a country and city perspective.

Global Funding Development

13

Leading Regions

14

Leading Countries

15

Leading Cities

17

2

12
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Fluctuating investment landscape in Football
Funding Amount & Number of Rounds in Global FootballTech 2015 - 2020
Amount in $m

Football-only solutions

Funding Rounds

FootballTech companies have raised over $656m
between 2015 and the end of Q3 2020, compared to the
€19.2b of total SportsTech in the same period (see our
VC report). But what is FootballTech? We’ve defined this
as companies & solutions either dedicated solely to
Football or those where it is one of max. four sports
targeted (a few exceptions aside). We divided any
funding amount raised by the startup evenly between
the number of sports it serviced. Football-only solutions
account for 52% of total funding over the period, the
split each year fluctuating mildly. For all the remaining
charts in this report, we will present the combined
figure.

250.0

210.3
200.0

3.41

144.8

141.0

150.0

2.99

100.0

80

79

63.5
50.0

74
57.6

67%

84
61
53%
38%

0.0

50%

33%

62.6*
56*
39.1
36
56%

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Avg ($m)

1.06

2.20

0.96

3.19

3.29

1.35

Median ($m)

0.14

0.33

0.25

0.34

0.50

0.27

Ticket Size

As of Sep 31 2020

Purely Football dedicated solutions
attract half of total investment

* End of year estimate

Overall, investment in FootballTech has seen a lot of
fluctuation, much like in SportsTech. In 2016 and 2018
investors bet big on platforms providing news & scores,
content about players and transfer gossip. 2019 was
strong in Performance analytics, automated media
production and smart wearables based solutions. 2020
is a tricky year to judge with the pandemic, but is still
expected to close near 2015 and 2017 levels.
Lastly, while the average investment amount fluctuates
with the shifting trends, the median stays fairly
consistent. An indicator that investors are quite
comfortable providing seed rounds each year.
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Europe leads close funding race
Funding Distribution in FootballTech per Region 2015 - 2020

Asia & North America follow close
Amount in $m

Funding Rounds

300.0

261.5

216

202.4

200.0

185.9

121
100.0

47
29
6.5

0.0

Europe

Asia

North America

Rest of World

Avg ($m)

1.50

5.78

2.07

0.16

Median ($m)

0.25

0.46

0.31

0.13

Ticket Size

If there was a chart to clearly illustrate that Football is
indeed a global sport, it is probably this one. While
Europe is the clear front runner, North America and Asia
are not too far behind and are also very close to each
other indicating that the sport is developing fairly evenly
across major markets.
Where the differences do arise is in the number of deals.
Asia continues the trend we have seen in the overall
SportsTech market where investors prefer to make
fewer but larger investments, the winner-takes-all
mentality coming to the fore in densely populated
consumer-focused markets. The average investment in
Asia is nearly four times the average in Europe, where
the trend of high volume of deals continues. Both
models have created industry leaders so the jury is still
out on which will be the dominant philosophy in years to
come.
North America comes in third, their model almost a
balance between the ones seen in Europe and Asia. The
Rest of the World (South America, Oceania and Africa)
though lags far behind, both in funding amount & the
number of deals. Startups in these markets clearly need
more support from investors and the ecosystem in
general.
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USA top in funding, China close behind
Top 10 Countries in FootballTech by Funding 2015-2020
Denmark

$11.3m

The Netherlands
United Kingdom

United States
$183.1m

$13.0m

Germany
$21.5m

4
Malta

1

Sweden

5

3

$144.4m

$24.9m

8

The trend seen in the regional analysis is reversed when it
comes to countries. The U.S. takes the top spot as the
sport continues to grow in a very important market,
especially for sponsors. China takes second place
primarily on the back of major investments made in
Football news platforms. We are yet to see a lot of
innovation happening in that market.

10

$7.1m

France

9

Top 3 in league of their own

$18.2m

7

2
6

China

$174.0m

Israel
$19.9m

Top 5 Countries in 2020
Amt in $m

Rank

City

1

UK

11.36

2

Germany

9.68

3

Israel

4.38

4

France

4.06

5

USA

2.34

The UK leads the way for European nations and is also
second overall for number of funding rounds. The country
that gave football to the world still has a major role to play,
even if not much has ‘come home’ trophy wise since 1966.
After the UK comes a massive gap money-wise with
France and Germany rounding out the top 5. Israel, a
major hub for innovation especially in computer vision /
AI-driven media production and player analytics, comes
in at sixth. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the rest of the top 10 is
dominated by European countries.
While 2020 has been a slow year in general, the European
countries have taken the lead with the UK in top spot
while Germany and France appear in the top 5. Interesting
fact: The 5 account for 81% of total investment seen in
2020.
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UK tops startup list, ahead of the U.S.
Top 10 Countries in FootballTech by Number of Startups 2015-2020

Australia and Brazil in top 10
Amount of startups

40%

35%

More than 1,100 Football startups were analysed for this
report globally and almost 1,000 active ones went into
this report. Here’s the result of their geographical
distribution.
Though only third when it came to investment, the
home of football is home to the most number of startups
in the world of Football with the UK overtaking the U.S.
into the top spot. Most interestingly, China doesn’t even
figure in the top 15. Another reminder of how uniquely
that market functions.

30%

What is more encouraging is to see the other names on
this list. Spain jumps into third place which should
perhaps come as no surprise given the importance their
two giants, Real Madrid CF and FC Barcelona, have
placed on innovation. The major European leagues are
all well represented in the top 10 but it is Australia who
takes fifth place.
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Another very encouraging sign is the presence of Brazil
in the top 7. Startups are clearly working hard, someone
just needs to spot the right Samba flair to put some
investment dollars behind. Also worth mentioning that
more than one-third of the startups are from countries
outside of the top 10, an indicator of the reach of the
sport. India, an important market for the sport, was the
best of the rest in 11th place.
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London leads funding list, Chinese cities follow
Top 10 Cities in FootballTech by Funding Amount 2015 - 2020

7 countries in top 10
Amount in $m
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Top 5 Cities in 2020
Amt in $m

Rank City
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London
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Paris

4.1
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London takes top spot with over $140m in investment
and 50 rounds seen since 2015, accounting for 22% of all
investment. Alongside its status as the city with the
most number of teams in professional leagues (currently
12, Prague and Moscow are next with five each), it’s safe
to say that it can take the crown of FootballTech capital
of the world.
Chinese cities Shanghai and Beĳing follow behind with a
combined investment of over $175m. Though all of it has
gone into just four companies across nine rounds,
thereby effectively creating an inverted pyramid as
Jonathan Wilson might call it.
The rest of the top 10 is more varied. Five more countries
appear on the list, primarily because of individual
solutions which have raised a lot of funding. In fact this
total list had 134 names with Petah Tikva, Israel in tenth
place contributing less than 2% of the total funding
amount. A global sport indeed. Worth mentioning that
the US has the most cities in the top 10 with three to
China’s two.
The 2020 list throws up some new names but since the
numbers are small, entries are primarily on the basis of
one or two startups raising rounds rather than the city
being a thriving market.
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London top startup city in evenly distributed landscape
Top 10 Cities in FootballTech by Number of Startups

Global capitals act as hubs
Amount of startups

10.0%

10.0%

7.5%

More familiar names here compared to the funding top
10, primarily due to the fact that the cities on this list are
thriving startup hubs rather than major sporting
capitals, though in some cases they are both. London
reaffirms its position as the clear FootballTech capital as
home to the most number of startups but the high
margin to Paris in second place is quite a surprise.
In fact, that is the biggest gap with the rest of the top 10
with very tiny differences between them. For some
context, the top 10 in total account for only 27% of all
Football focused startups. The funding distribution
made it clear that Football is everywhere, this chart only
reaffirms that fact further.
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In terms of the cities themselves, the U.S. and Spain are
the only countries with multiple entries on this list with
European capitals getting special prominence.
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More reports available!

“More cash than Cuban”
sportstechx.com/gstvcr

“Ok to be read in sweatpants!”
sportstechx.com/fitnesstech
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Chapter 3: Outstanding Companies
This chapter presents the actual drivers of FootballTech: The companies. This adds another
perspective to the data shown in the previous and gives an overview about the most
important startups, scaleups and established companies in the industry.

Sector View

21

Top Rounds

24

M&As and IPOs

26

3

20
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Content historically dominant, Wearables emerging
Funding Amounts & Top Companies* in FootballTech per Sector 2015 - 2020
Activity & Performance - $138.3m
Wearables & Equipment
$61.6m

Management & Org. - $72.3m

Performance Tracking
& Coaching

Preparation

Organisations & Venues

$23.4m

$38.1m

$53.2m

$36.5m, Costa Mesa

$18.8m Hamburg

$13.5m, Bordeaux

$11.3m, Copenhagen

Fan Experiences
& Social Platforms

Fantasy Sports & Betting

Media
& Commercial Partners

Fans & Content - $445.7m
News & Content
$279.3.0m

$33.1m

$133.3m

$337.9m, Shanghai
November 2020

$64.0m, London

$34.2m

$11.7m, Beĳing

$60.0m, Petah Tikva
@sportstechx | sportstechx.com

*Per highest funding amount since 2015, displayed with their all-time funding amount

News & Content the biggest sub-sector
As we’ve mentioned already, investment in FootballTech
initially was all about content platforms. As a result the
Fans & Content sector attracted a staggering 68% of all
investment. Talk about one-sided. News & Content was
the biggest sub-sector overall, alone accounting for a
massive 43% of all funding seen since 2015. That figure is
more than double the next highest sub-sector, Fan
Experiences & Social Platforms. Hupu and Otro the big
winners in each sub-sector.
Activity & Performance, however, is an emerging
segment with Wearables & Equipment as the
third-biggest sub-sector with 10% of the investment and
Performance Tracking & Coaching close behind with 8%.
Smart wearables and video analytics solutions like Toca
Football and Bepro11 allow young professionals, junior
and in some cases even amateur footballers to ‘train like
the pro’. A hot trend for investors.
Management & Organisation, comes in third, mostly
made up of B2B solutions which consistently get the
least amount of attention in SportsTech. While over the
five-year period the sector accounts for only 11% of
funding, there is certainly a shift in this trend. Primarily
because of solutions focused on automated content
creation and distribution, an especially hot button issue
for all Football clubs and organisations. Pixellot an
example of this.
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Fans & Content losing importance in recent years
Funding Distribution in FootballTech per Sector 2015 - 2020
100%

76.1%

69.8%

51.3%

76.1%

Activity & Performance on the rise
61.4%

46.0%

75%

21.2%

50%

15.1%
3.4%
35.2%
11.7%

25%

29.5%

12.3%

32.8%

12.4%
18.4%

11.6%

11.5%

0%

2015

2016
Activity & Performance

2017

2018
Management & Organisation

2019
Fans & Content

2020

This chart clearly illustrates the trend we have been
talking about. Fans & Content dominated the
investment conversation since 2015, crossing 60% mark
in four of those six years. But 2020 marked the only year
in the period in which the sector contributed to less
than 50% of the funding. But the last two years have also
seen an increase in the importance of Activity &
Performance.
While the figures still fluctuate and admittedly the
sample size in 2020 is fairly small, these are early signs
that investment in the Activity & Performance will
continue to grow. Even Management & Organisations
showed growth in 2020 as Fans & Content dipped below
50% contribution for only time since 2015.
Wearables, video analytics and training alone / at-home
solutions are leading the way in Activity & Performance.
While in Management & Organisation, automated
content creation and distribution systems are gaining
importance.
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Fans & Content most popular amongst startups
Amount of Startups in FootballTech per Sector

Fantasy & Betting top sub-sector
As mentioned earlier we have analyzed over 1,100
FootballTech startups globally and close to 1,000 active
ones went into the report. Here’s their distribution by
sectors and sub-sectors.

30.9%
Activity & Performance
6.5%
Wearables &
Equipment

9.3%
Preparation

16.3%
Organisations
& Venues

15.1%
Performance
& Tracking

15.2%
News
& Content

13.7%

Fan Experiences
& Social
Platforms

46.5%

Fans & Content

17.7%

Fantasy

Sports &
Betting

6.2%
Media &
Commercial
Partners

22.5%

Management
& Organisation

Startups have been following the money trail and trend
previously set by investors, with most attention paid to
the Fans & Content sector. However, it is surprising to
see Fantasy Sports & Betting emerge as the top served
sub-sector, possibly an indicator that a number of
startups are just trying to ‘follow the money’.
In general, the sub-sectors are quite evenly distributed,
the difference between Fantasy Sports & Betting in first
and Fan Experiences & Social Platforms in fifth only 4%.
In between that Fans & Content sandwich are
Organisations & Venue focused solutions that help with
stadium management, scouting and other operational
aspects of sports organisations, and Performance
Tracking & Coaching, that help footballers train.
However, we do expect this dominance of Fans &
Content to reduce as entrepreneurs see the shifting
tides and respond with their own Mexican wave of fresh
solutions.
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Video content a hot topic in this year’s funding landscape
Top 10 Funding Rounds in FootballTech 2020

Nine countries in top 10

#

Name

Description

City

1

Minute Media

Sports content platforms

London

40.0

minutemedia.com

2

Pixellot

Automated sports media production

Petah Tikva

16.0

pixellot.tv

3

BePro 11

Video analytics platform

Hamburg

9.7

bepro11.com

4

Flickapp

Chat platform for sports fans

Mamaroneck

4.7

flickapp.com

5

Sorare

Digital collectibles for football fans

Paris

4.0

sorare.com

6

Scoutium

Player discovery and scouting solution

Istanbul

2.0

scoutium.com

7

Humanox

Smart shin guard

Cadiz

1.8

humanox.com

8

Grintafy

Football social scouting platform

Jeddah

1.3

grintafy.com

Amount in $m

Website

9

Playerdata

Performance tracking boot attachment

Edinburgh

0.9

playerdata.co.uk

10

JOGO

AI based football training

Amstelveen

0.7

jogo.ai

Let’s start with the oil baron in the room. Seeing a Saudi
Arabian solution in the top 10 fills us with optimism.
First, the ubiquity of the sport of Football is truly
unparalleled. Football fans are truly everywhere and so
are entrepreneurs, which is a fantastic combination.
Second, emerging countries developing their own
solutions to common problems widens the market and
can contribute to quicker grassroots development.
Now back to the list. Minute Media is included here
given it’s origins are in football through content platform
90min. They topped the charts in 2020, starting the year
with a large pre-covid funding round.
Apart from that, video content was an attractive topic
though for different reasons. Bepro11 focuses on deep,
automated intelligence from video feeds accessible to
the non-elite. Pixellot - technically another multisport
company, but with deep roots in football - on the other
hand, is trying to put a video camera on every field for
automated recording and sharing of key moments
There are other investment trends to talk about: smart
wearables, new forms of fan engagement, scouting, etc.
Let us instead focus on the fact that nine countries
appear in this top 10. We haven’t yet mentioned that
Football is everywhere, have we?
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Content platforms dominate funding Hall of Fame
Top 10 all-time Funded Companies in FootballTech

China and U.S. combine for 6 entries

#

Name

Description

City

1

Hupu

Sports news platform

Shanghai

337.9

hupu.com

2

Minute Media

Sports content platforms

London

160.8

minutemedia.com

3

fuboTV

Sports streaming platform

NewYork City

151.3

fubo.tv

Amount in $m

Website

4

NextVR

Sports, music and entertainment VR experiences

Newport Beach

115.8

nextvr.com

5

Dongquidi

Football news platform

Beĳing

64.4

dongqiudi.com

6

Otro

Original football content

London

64.0

otro.com

7

Pixellot

Automated sports media production

Petah Tikva

60.0

pixellot.tv

8

Supponor

Location based customised advertising

London

37.6

supponor.com

9

Tocafootball

Equipment and training to develop skills

Costa Mesa

36.5

tocafootball.com

10

Overtime

Original sports content

New York City

35.2

overtime.tv

When it comes to the big guns, content really is king.
Seven out of the top 10 on this all-time funding list can
be classified as content solutions, be it streaming, news
& scores or original content. What is especially
interesting is the gap to Hupu, the simple fact that over
$300m has been invested into the company while no
other player emerged as competition in the same space
is quite the endorsement of how much Chinese fans
crave their football news.
Minute Media, who topped the funding in 2020 list come
in second but the next couple of names on the list are
unlikely to see any more private investment rounds.
FuboTV, a listed entity that started as a Football
streaming platform, has already branched out to wider
content forms while NextVR was bought by Apple for the
relatively bargain price of $100m, well a bargain
compared to the valuation at their last raise.
So where is the next challenger coming from? We’ve
seen Otro go awfully quiet after a roaring start. Changing
ownership and business models meaning that it is still
unclear what they want to be. Pixellot, Overtime and
Toca Football have all raised big rounds in the last two
years but will we see them raise the $100m+ rounds or
perhaps turn into unicorns? Still waiting for the final
whistle on that one.
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Streaming deals gain prominence
Notable M&As and IPOs in FootballTech since 2015
Top 5 Disclosed deals

Select Undisclosed Deals

IPOs

Name

City

Acquirer

BD Sport Group

Thornton

Crazy Sports

Rights holders gaining importance
Deal Year

Deal Value in $m

Website

Gaming Nation

2016

13.9

bdsportgroup.com

Beĳing

V1.cn

2018

80.3

crazysports.com

LiveU

Hackensack

Francisco Partners

2019

200.0

liveu.tv

Next VR

Newport Beach

Apple

2020

100.0

nextvr.com

Sodasoccer

Beĳing

Le Sports

2016

5.9

sodasoccer.com

Name

City

Acquirer

Deal Year

FieldVision

New York

BallerTV

2019

fieldvision.co

fuboTV

New York

Facebank Group

2020

fubo.tv

Mycujoo

Amsterdam

Eleven Sports

2020

mycujoo.tv

The Sports Office

Wigan

Kitman Labs

2020

thesportsoffice.com

Wyscout

Chiavari

Hudl

2019

wyscout.com

Name

City

fuboTV

New York City

Website

Date of Listing

Market Cap in $m*

Website

Oct 2020

893

fubo.tv

*As of Oct 30 2020

The fuboTV merger with Facebank, developer of IP
technology, was pretty big news in Q1 of 2020. How that
deal impacts the streaming industry is yet to be seen but
with the various challenges faced by broadcast rights
holders of elite football, this could be one to watch.
Streaming was actually a hot topic in 2020 with ELEVEN
SPORTS acquiring Mycujoo, another rights holder but
this time not for elite football. This was also true for 2019
with the LiveU acquisition topping the list of deals with
disclosed values.
There aren’t too many mergers & acquisitions in the
world of Football as evidenced by the few deals in recent
years. Just for that reason, it is probably worth
mentioning that the last big deal that had major impact
in the space was probably Perform Group acquiring
Opta sports for $60m in 2013 and then subsequently
merging with STATS in 2019 to create STATS Perform, an
important market leader in the sports data space.
As far as listed companies go, we did not see much
happening in FootballTech. This results in a one-item list
with fuboTV, who went public in 2020. And even they
technically don’t fall into our definition for FootballTech,
as they have grown to serve a wide variety of sports, but
we felt the need to include them given the fact that they
originally started as a football platform.
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Pixellot - AI-Automated Video and Data
What should we know about you?
Today, millions of sporting events take place annually; however,
99% are not broadcast. This is caused mostly because of the high
costs of production associated with the staff at the venue.
Pixellot developed an AI-based solution that allows sports
organizations to film, produce, broadcast, and monetize their
content without any staff needed. 100% automatically.
Our end-to-end technology streamlines the production using an
unmanned multi-camera device that covers the entire field and
simulates a camera operator that follows the action
automatically.
Streaming and Broadcasting: Using AI, we enable sports teams,
leagues, and educational institutions to broadcast and monetize
(ads, videos, PPV, and live data) sporting events that would
otherwise not receive coverage. In addition to the engaging video,
fans can enjoy real-time commentary, graphics, highlights, and
team and individual stats on their video feed, similar to a
professional broadcast.
Video Analysis: Pixellot also offers one of the most popular video
coaching solutions in the world. Two solutions are available, each
for a designated market. Professional clubs and coaches can take
advantage of all the high-end capabilities of the Pixellot Coaching
solution that offers a tactical view of the game and a full training
ground view for practice sessions. This technology is used by the
leading clubs including FC Barcelona, Real Madrid, and Bayern
Munich.

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?

What can we expect from you in 2021?

Today, Pixellot is the leading sports production platform in the
world. In less than 4 years, the company produced more than
1,000,000 hours of sports and is currently producing and
distributing more than 100,000 live video hours each month on a
variety of platforms (web, mobile, OTT, etc.) around the world.

Broadcasting: We are improving our core broadcasting solution
to offer automated game highlights including, individual player
highlights, which will be automatically created after the game. In

As a result of the pandemic, the sports world is going through a
difficult period at all levels of sports.
Youth: Families are not allowed to attend matches and watch the
games
Semi-pro leagues: Leagues are facing reduced coverage based on
the broadcaster’s reaction to the crisis and reduced production
budgets. Leagues without broadcast coverage need to engage
fans that cannot attend matches and somehow find new revenue
streams to offset the revenue lost from gameday income to keep
their heads above water.
Pro Clubs: Clubs are looking for ways to improve their internal
processes and introduce new technologies to reduce costs.

What are you looking for at the moment?
We’re looking to expand our collaboration with National
Associations, leagues, and clubs to tailor a solution for their
needs.

We are developing in three new sectors.

Professional Analysis: We are continuing our collaboration with
the Barcelona Innovation Hub and releasing additional
improvements to our professional coaching solution.
Academies and Grassroots: One of the most requested products
from our customers was a mobile filming solution to augment our
live broadcasting solution that is already deployed in many
academies. The new portable filming solution to the grassroots
and academies market is called the Pixellot Air and it is perfect for
teams that are training and playing in multiple pitches. We will
enable coaches to easily record games, analyze and share them
with the team and their families.

Alon Werber
CEO

Petah Tikva, Israel

pixellot.tv
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Spiideo - The Complete Football Video Analysis & Streaming Platform
What should we know about you?
Spiideo is a video recording, analysis and streaming platform that
works with customers from sports organizations around the
world. We want to empower clubs with innovative video tools,
regardless of their size or resources.
From the Premier League to the NCAA to elite youth teams, we
have thousands of camera systems being utilized for both
analysis and production. And as a cloud-based platform, teams,
coaches, players, and analysts are using Spiideo to access video
from anywhere.
Our two main products that work with our Spiideo camera
systems are Spiideo Perform and Spiideo Play. Spiideo Perform
helps teams to transform their workflow with analysis, capture
the entire pitch, and live-tag, draw, and present. Spiideo Play is a
little more recent than Spiideo Perform and gives football teams
the tools to live stream their matches with an automatic camera
operator. Along with a full suite to earn pay-per-view revenue, set
up graphics, and add audio commentary.

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?
2020 has certainly been an interesting year for the footballing
world. With the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen teams from all
parts of the world ramp up their video for analysis and streaming.
We’ve seen teams use Spiideo Perform to live-tag matches, even
when the analyst is hundreds of miles away tagging the game
from home. And with fans no longer allowed in most stadiums, it’s
so important for teams to have an automated streaming option

and make-up some of the revenue they are missing from ticket
gates.
We’ve expanded our camera system offering - with additional
fixed and mobile solutions - for teams to have flexible options
when it comes to video. Whether they are using live video for
analysis or streaming, it’s key for teams to have that flexibility.
Each team is different and needs options to make sure they have
coverage across their training grounds or stadium.

What are you looking for at the moment?
One of our missions at Spiideo is to deliver astonishingly simple
yet powerful solutions to our customers. We want to continue on
that journey to help teams have the best solutions possible for
video, especially in what we think is a new-normal during the
pandemic. Transforming the analysis workflow for clubs, saving
them time and money. Earning revenue for their club, engaging
fans in different ways. Ultimately, we want to help them achieve
their goals, no matter if they are a small amateur team or in a top
league.

What can we expect from you in 2021?
We’re incredibly excited about the future of video analysis and
streaming in 2021. We’re expanding our Spiideo Perform analysis
platform to include assisted (automated) drawing tools and the
ability to get live match statistics. For Spiideo Play, we’ll offer
teams the ability to sell complete season or tournament
packages, where viewers can pay one fee and see every match
from the upcoming season. But also take those livestreams and
import them to Spiideo Perform for deeper analysis.

Patrik Olsson

CEO & Co-Founder

Malmö, Sweden

spiideo.com
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Sport Technology Systems - Making footballs digital and smart
What should we know about you?
In spring 2019 Fabian Ernst (Ex-german national player), Arun
Mirzada, Christian Sist and I had the vision to change the game of
football. This was the start of the Football Innovation Academy,
which has now six youth teams participating in the German
amateur football league.
Always on the search for innovation, we came across a company,
led by two US inventors, that had introduced a smart football into
the market in 2018. We were immediately excited by the concept
and decided to found a joint company in March 2020.
Digitalization has revolutionized so many industries. Now it is
time for footballs.
Our newly developed smart ball democratizes football and builds
a bridge between the analogue and digital worlds. We offer our
tribe a high-value experience in the palm of their hand through
our ball and its app with lots of challenges, games and
world-class training.

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?
Since the formation of the joint venture, many things have
happened. We partnered with a South-German engineering
company to develop a new method for placing our technology
inside the ball. Further achievements have been the
redevelopment of the app, the redesign of the electronics and the
development of the heart of our product – our algorithm.
A team of now almost 30 people is working on our goal to
revolutionise the foot(ball) world. We believe that a truly modern
and innovative company culture, combined with the values and

advantages of the “old economy”, is the real enabler to attract the
right people. It gives us the spark and energy to pave the road for
something that has never been done before.
In addition, we managed to raise €1,1 Mio to set our vision in
motion and make it real.

What are you looking for at the moment?
We are hungry for more and growing exponentially. Therefore we
are looking for more highly trained and motivated team members
in the areas of coding, machine learning, software development
and electronic engineering.
Our company culture is defined by respect and openness. We are
therefore happy to connect and exchange ideas with anyone who
is interested in our work.
We are also excited to find new financial partners to carry the
torch with us and be willing to invest in something that is right
now happening: the digitalization of (ball)sports.

What can we expect from you in 2021?
We are right now looking for a Series A investment round. Further,
we are in the last third of our development efforts for our version
3.0. The go-to-market with our B2C product is planned for
mid-2021. Later next year, we will be intensifying the development
of our B2B product together with major international
football-clubs. This will be a very exciting moment for us as it will
start the final step towards the full digitalization of the game.
In addition, we are engaged in an exciting project linked to FIFA
World-Cup 2022 in Qatar.

The new paradigm of sports is going to be a hybrid of the
analogue and digital worlds.
It is happening now.

Lennardt Hachmeister
Co-founder and COO

Hannover, Germany

sporttechnology.systems
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TRENDS & SPECIAL TOPICS
This chapter showcases and explains three of the major trends in FootballTech. They are
deriving from the data shown before and an observation of the current market
developments. The chapter closes with a look at footballers who are involved with startups.

Trend 1: New Age Training

31

Trend 2: Grassroots Content Production
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Trend 3: The Modern Fan Experience
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Footballers Making Investments
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Trend 1: New age training - smart equipment & gamification
GPS your way out
Most of us remember seeing footballers train in those funny
looking half-vest like bibs for the first time wondering, why are
the men wearing a sports bra? Well you most likely quickly
found out that those bibs were important since they held a
GPS based tracker capturing a bunch of important data
primarily movement related: the distance covered, speed,
number of sprints, etc. The tracker then added heart rate
monitoring and this has been the standard used by elite
football teams for a while now.
So what next? Well there are two important shifts taking place.
First, sensors are getting smarter and smaller. Different types
of sensors (temperature, proximity, vibration etc.) can be
placed in a single device to measure a whole new set of
activity data, things like ball touches, shot power, short or long
passes and so on. Also, these sensors can be placed in
different parts of the equipment, shin pads / socks being most
commonly used right now. Maybe we’ll finally do away with
those bibs! Most importantly, sensors are also getting cheaper
meaning that all this technology is much more accessible
across all levels of football, no longer just for the elite. Solution
providers are especially targeting grassroots football given
how large that market is.
Second, that the business model used to deliver them is
changing. Previously companies would sell trackers in large
packs so that buyers could equip their full team. After all,
movement data needs to be compared to be understood: you
know if someone has run too much / not enough in a session

based on the averages across all players. However, now
companies are increasingly focusing on selling directly to the
individual consumer who now compare themselves to other
users on virtual leaderboards. This gives them a really good
idea of how they compare, not just to their own team but
globally. The leaderboard also adds a layer of gamification
which is super important to keep the training engaging.
A powerful way to help every young and amateur footballer
train like the pros.

It’s in the game-ification
Another key trend is the advent of solutions focused on
individual training. There are various apps in the market that
provide a ton of videos & drills that one can do by themselves.
More interestingly, and this is where technology & innovation
come together to create kickass solutions, these apps now
incorporate the mobile camera and AR to create a highly
interactive training experience. All of which have grown
further in importance during the pandemic.
Imagine shooting against an empty goal with an AR projected
points board on it on your phone, so that you earned more
points if the ball went into the corner. Or practising your
dribbling with your phone so that you lost points if the ball
went too far from your foot. Well you don’t have to imagine it,
companies like Formalytics and HomeCourt are helping you
do just that. The icing on this delicious Football cake is that
the points you earn while training are being converted into
individual player cards, similar to the ones you see on FIFA
(the EA Sports one).

With that there are a ton of possibilities that open up.
Standardising drills can lead to easier comparisons between
players, a use case of this is how the KNVB and Sci Sports
used this idea to redistribute youth players amongst teams to
create more competitive youth leagues which is win-win for all
involved. This also has a major impact on scouting since
coaches can compare data on a much larger group of players.
And this is without considering the commercial opportunities:
creating digital avatars of players which can be ported into
video games, content can be shared on social media to create
sponsorship opportunities, players can build their own fan
following which could help with contracts... the list goes on.
Maybe this is finally the cake that is to be had as well as eaten.

Companies to mention
B42, Germany b-42.com/en
Football training app providing specific
performance training drills and injury
rehabilitation programs

Formalytics, Australia formalytics.io
Using AI and computer vision on mobile
phones to help standardise grassroots
football training

Humanox, Spain humanox.com/en
Shin guards equipped with sensors that
measure and provide insight into player
performance data
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Trend 2: Grassroots content production - focus on automation, rights & highlights
A new day in broadcasting
How do lower league, youth or amateur teams get sponsors if
nobody can watch them, apart from the few that turn up to the
stadium? After all to be able to find sponsors, you need to
provide reach. And without sponsors, there isn’t any money to
invest in the team, the pitch or the facilities to help improve
the football played. And if the football is no good, no one is
going to watch it. And so it goes on and on. This endless loop
has long been a problem in football. Finally though,
technology seems like it has a very interesting solution.
The need of the hour is low cost broadcasting, which is now
possible with the falling cost of hardware (cameras) and
democratization of software (computer vision, AI / ML). This
has led to solutions where automated broadcasting is
possible. Solutions providers like SPORTTOTAL and Pixellot
provide low cost cameras that capture game footage,
including automated panning and zooming, and help
distribute it to a wider audience via streaming platforms.
These solutions also provide a basic level of analytics using
their ball & player tracking algorithms, which in turn also help
the coaches and the players. Sounds pretty great doesn’t it!
Apart from these there are dedicated streaming platforms
such as MyCujoo which only focus on the distribution. To
provide some context, in 2019 MyCujoo streamed around
22,000 matches to over 26 million unique users around the
world. Talk about scale, no wonder Eleven Sports jumped on
the chance to acquire them! But this use case is important to
highlight the point: there are audiences for this type of

content. Reaching them makes the entire ecosystem richer,
and not just financially.

The Rights way
So what does it all boil down to? Well we believe that the race
is on to acquire rights holders i.e. the leagues & associations
that manage youth and amateur football. This is unlikely to be
the teams directly since collective bargaining provides more
access, individual teams don’t have large enough followings.
The solution providers that hold the rights to distribute this
content will be able to provide rich solutions to the leagues &
associations as well as the end user: the viewer.
The other important factor here is the form of this content. We
would bet that even the most ardent, loving parent will
struggle to sit through a season full of 90 min games of their 12
year old. Hence, highlights. With short attention spans, the
demand is for highlights & short clips from the games. And not
just of the goals and red cards but all other other stuff, like a
dog showing up on the field or a player running into the post.
Hey it’s the crazy stuff that goes viral, right? This is the type of
content that can be pushed out and monetised by the
streaming platforms, thereby providing sponsorship
opportunities to the teams & leagues.
And all this is without considering the impact on elite football,
where the clamour for content is possibly the loudest. Top tier
teams, and here it is the individual teams rather than the
leagues & associations, are looking for ways to quickly get
access to different forms of content that they can easily share

across social media or even hide behind membership driven
paywalls. Rights to live games are already sold at the league
level, so what they are left with is a few friendlies and most
importantly training. Demand for content from training
sessions is growing and teams identify this as another major
monetisation opportunity. This is where the automated
broadcasting solutions practically pay for themselves.

Companies to mention
Mycujoo, The Netherlands mycujoo.tv/en
Streaming and media rights platform that
empowers federations, leagues, clubs and
players

Pixellot, Israel pixellot.tv
Cost-effective
AI-automated
video
production solutions for amateur and
professional clubs

SPORTTOTAL, Germany sporttotal.com/en
Live and on-demand video production and
streaming platform with automated camera
technology
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Trend 3: The modern fan experience - developments in stadium & at home
The Stadium strikes back
Of all the challenges that the Covid-19 pandemic has
presented to the sports industry, bringing fans back into
packed stadiums is possibly the toughest to overcome.
Establishing protocols around the health & safety of the fans
will be crucial as stadiums will have to invest heavily in
security and sanitation systems. Things like thermal imaging
to record temperature, facial recognition for contact tracing
and industrial grade air purifiers could all become compulsory
leading to pretty significant investments needed in stadium
infrastructure. Startups and innovation will of course play a
key role here. For example Signify, who use UV-C lighting to
disinfect air, surfaces and water. Powerful stuff.
And then there is the million dollar question: is it really worth
it? Most die-hard sports fans will say that is a no-brainer but
consider for a second that going to the stadium to watch a
game could actually be quite the hassle. Keeping a mask on
the entire time, long and slower moving queues and worst of
all no singing or chanting! These are just some of the
conditions being currently put in place. Sure it’s still a no
brainer?
This means that the in-stadium fan experience becomes really
important. This was already a hot topic pre-covid and will likely
only gain importance when stadium gates open up again. Here
U.S. sports teams provide plenty of inspiration and we’ve
already seen new stadiums like Tottenham Hotspur Stadium
invest heavily in ‘fan-experience’. But in a post covid world
startups like Immersiv, who use AR to allow fans to digitally
interact with the live game they are watching, and Brizi, who

allow fans to take control of stadium cameras to take pictures,
will play a big role in creating a really inviting and engaging
experience. And with 5G around the corner, this might happen
sooner than you think.

Home alone too
So what about the fans that can’t / don’t want to make it to
stadiums? Well there’s good news since sports teams have
been trying to make your experience richer for a while now.
We’ve heard the words VR for so long it almost seems like it got
outdated before it even arrived. Plenty of words have been
written around the challenges for the VR industry so we won’t
get into it, except to say that surely if the technology doesn’t
go mainstream in the time of corona, we don’t know when it
will.
Thankfully we can quickly move past VR because there is a lot
to speak about. Let’s start with what happened for live games
televised during the pandemic. Pretty much every sporting
league made sure that sounds of fans cheering accompanied
the video, the EA Sports partnership with major european
leagues especially successful. The NBA did a fantastic job of
virtually inviting fans into arenas with Zoom-like video
streaming of fan faces during the game accompanied by the
ability to add cheers when you wanted to. Some were even
lucky enough to sit next to a celebrity! Virtually of course but
by all accounts this was definitely a success.
And then there is all sorts of cool stuff happening on the
broadcast feed. Companies like Livelike provide widget-like
applications that can sit on the broadcast feed and provide an

interactive experience by allowing viewers to click play games,
place bets, shop, view player data etc. Then there’s Beyond
Sports who provide real time graphic rendering of live sports,
allowing viewers to watch the live game from a particular
player's POV or with animated figures, the lego version
especially popular. Add to this fan engagement solutions like
Edisn and Buff focused on the social layer and interactions
with other fans. The list of cool things happening in the space
almost seems endless. Guess it’s time to stock up on the chips
and beer.

Companies to mention
Beyond Sports, The Netherlands beyondsports.nl
AI based visualization company that offers a
new way of experiencing sports

Edisn, USA edisn.ai
AI powered fan engagement platform with
state-of-the-art player recognition and
contextual content delivery

Immersiv, France immersiv.io
Reinventing the Sports Fan Experience with
Augmented Reality, Computer Vision and
Machine Learning
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Entering the startup world: Footballers making investments
A winning formula
More and more athletes are not only making headlines
through their performance on the field, but also with their
investments in startups. This works really well for startups and
athletes and the reasons are clear: For the startup, this creates
great PR and immediate media buzz which is always welcome.
And for the athlete it brings them closer to new technology
while also helping them build their own personal brand as
innovators in the sport. The athlete investor of course isn’t a
new concept, especially in the U.S., but it is gaining
momentum with a number of global superstars making
startups an important part of their investment portfolio. From
LeBron James to Serena Williams to Patrick Mahomes,
everyone wants in on the hottest startups.
And it seems like European footballers are not far behind, past
legends or current superstars. Case in point are the former
and current German goalkeepers of Bayern Munich: Oliver
Kahn and Manuel Neuer. Kahn has been an active investor for
a while now, e.g. in Goalplay, while Neuer has been most
recently spotted entering the FitnessTech space with Berlin
based Vaha.
We have also seen a number of investments from British and
Spanish footballers. Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain and Raheem
Sterling invested in Football data company STATSports in 2019
while world cup winning duo Gerard Pique and Iker Casillas
have also been in the news recently. Pique’s holding company
Kosmos has been fairly active in the startup circles while
Casillas and Idoven converted the shock of his heart attack

into an inspirational story about preventative cardio care.
Philipp Lahm, Robert Lewandowski and the indomitable
Zlatan Ibrahimovic are all known investors. Special mention to
Christian Fuchs for his spectacularly named company No
Fuchs Given.

Select Investments by Footballers

And the investments are not just in sports related startups.
Mathieu Flamini must be spoken about here, he invested in
and co-founded GF Biochemicals, according to Forbes taking
his networth to over $14b! You can safely say he has scored a
winner off the pitch as well. Of course no conversation around
successful footballers is complete without speaking of Messi
and Ronaldo. Both legends almost act as holding companies
by themselves with a range of investments from hotels &
restaurants to financial companies to even hair clinics. No
prizes for guessing which of the two superstars invested in the
last one.

Manuel Neuer

At the same time not all investments from footballers have
been winning goals. Andreas Iniesta had invested in promising
wearable technology company First Vision but it seems
inactive. And there have been a slew of cryptocurrencies that
involved footballers, Ronaldinho and Xavi to name a few,
where we don’t really know what they are doing now. Fair to
say that bringing a footballer on board is not a guarantee of
success.
Here is an XI of investments we selected from an already large
pool, to showcase some active investor footballers. We expect
this list to only continue to grow for some time to come.

Athlete
Oliver Kahn

Philipp Lahm
Christian Fuchs
Robert Lewandowski

Select investment
GoalPlay
Vaha
Fanmiles
No Fuchs Given
Sporticos

Iker Casillas

Idoven

Cesc Fabregas, Robin Van Persie, Thierry Henry

Grabyo

Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain, Raheem Sterling
Zlatan Ibrahimovic
Louis Saha
Mathieu Flamini

STATSports
ChallengerMode
Axis Stars
GF Biochemicals
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INDUSTRY LEADERS
What would this report be without talking to the players in the industry? And this is what this
chapter is for. Some of the household names of Football as well as some upcoming
challengers share their tech & innovation activities, the trends they see in the market, their
COVID-19 reactions and the startups they are already working with. Enjoy this fantastic look
behind the scenes!

Governing Bodies, Leagues & Associations

36

Clubs

40

Innovation Initiatives

48

5
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Interview: UEFA Innovation Hub
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

The UEFA Innovation Hub (UIH) was set up in 2018 in response to
changing habits and an increasingly demanding football
environment. Through new partnerships and diverse
collaborations with a wide range of stakeholders, including
start-ups, SMEs, academic institutions and multi-sport
federations, the UIH will help UEFA to adapt to these changes and
to deliver its 2019–24 UEFA strategy.
Driven by this strategy, the UIH has identified its own objectives
and main activities in three different pillars:
Cultivate: Through a dedicated space – the Innovation Lab – and
various programmes, the UIH helps UEFA to become a more agile
and resilient organisation.
Connect: Leverages UEFA’s ecosystem to identify opportunities
for UEFA business units to access new technologies, new ideas
and innovative solutions, and solve concrete business needs.
Curate: Actively engages with new products, new fans’ habits and
future trends. Also monitors global trends in and outside the
sports industry in a bid to anticipate the future.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
In the short-term, more than any specific technology, we see fans
shifting more to digital usage and making major changes to their
behaviour due to COVID-19 . While this shift is not new, sports
organisations may need to adapt faster than expected due to an
acceleration in this trend.

More generally and in the medium-term, the competition for fans’
attention will continue to drive most new developments in
football technology (other than sporting performance), and those
that provide compelling content and a differentiated experience
are likely to win. We see new demands and needs emerging,
caused by multiple factors: technology has improved and will
continue to do so (data collection and data processing, AI, 5G
network, etc.); fans are increasingly adopting new sports devices
(tracking sensors, fitness apps, at-home coaching, etc.); and new
habits have made demands more mainstream (frictionless
experience, unlimited personalised content, immersive
experiences, etc.).
The competition for fans’ attention will be at the forefront of
engagement innovation and monetisation. Sports organisations
that understand how these new technologies can help them
build a new value proposition are likely to enjoy significant growth
in the next few years.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
In mid-2020, as a direct response to the pandemic’s impact on the
football industry, we joined forces with leading football
stakeholders, such as the KNVB, City Football Group, Johan
Cruĳff Arena , Ajax FC, DFL and Hoffenheim, under the name
Reimagine Football, to source the most innovative approaches to
solving common challenges in the football ecosystem.
The UEFA Innovation Hub and its partners will test the winners’
solutions and, if suitable, take them forward. For example, we are
currently in discussions with Livelike for the use of its new
fan-engagement platform.

Have you worked with any startups?
Over the past two years we have collaborated with several
start-ups, either through our Open Innovation portal or through
one-off initiatives, such as the UEFA Start-Up Challenges or the
Reimagine Football initiative mentioned earlier.
Recently, we have worked with several start-ups, such as WSC
Sports that creates and distributes automated highlight clips,
Formalytics for the development of a UEFA Player Card and a
‘phygital’ (i.e. online and offline) approach, or MyCoach for the
release of a futsal app.
And for the UEFA EURO 2020, we are working with a start-up
called Greenfly to help us create and distribute social media
content, in partnership with our member associations, to
increase our reach. In close relation with Greenfly, we have
on-boarded another start-up, Slate, that provides a customised
content-creation platform for real-time social media, allowing us
to remain on-brand.

Jean-Baptiste Alliot
Innovation Strategy

Nyon, Switzerland

uefa.com/insideuefa/football-development/innovation-hub
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Interview: DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

The Bundesliga is the most innovative football league in the
world, providing fans, partners and clubs with unique services
and experiences. Strategically, our innovation is focused on our
‘glass-to-glass’ approach with the Bundesliga in control of the full
media value chain - from content creation from the glass lens of a
camera to the screen of a user’s TV or smart device.
Speaking about camera systems, we have recently developed
and implemented a corner flag cam and are now testing Railcam
and Robotic Cam, aiming to constantly improve the viewing
experience for Bundesliga and Bundesliga 2 broadcasts.
On the other side of the value chain, we are testing and adopting
new technologies together with partners such as Vodafone and
Amazon Web Services, to enhance the quality of information and
the way we deliver them to users.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
I see five overarching innovation trends in sports media: artificial
intelligence (AI), mixed reality (XR), 5G, over-the-top (OTT) and
data.
AI is the underlying approach that will improve and enable all
high-tech capabilities in the future. Through our partnership with
leading technology companies such as WSC Sports and Amazon
Web Services, the DFL is able to create personalised and
insightful experiences for Bundesliga fans. The Bundesliga Match
Facts powered by AWS provide real-time statistics and new
insights into the action on the pitch.

XR, AR and VR make the game more accessible to viewers around
the world, for example through new perspectives offered through
AR-Drones. Thanks to 5G, data will flow faster, cheaper, at a lower
latency and allow for real time calculations. OTT offers potentials
for us to tailor our media product to the modern-day fan. The
Bundesliga is providing cloud-based encoded streams since the
current season. Moreover, we begun trials in broadcasting
content in 9x16 vertical format, suited to smart phones and in
particular social media apps. Finally, data is the last and most
crucial trend driving the evolution of sports innovation. The
volume, velocity and variety of data is increasing constantly. The
DFL’s strong investment in digital capabilities, through joint
ventures such as Sportec Solutions, and its wealth of archive
material are important assets.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
The DFL Group has dealt intensively with the challenges that the
Corona pandemic posed for football. We switched to processing
parts of our broadcasting-production and interview concept to
remote solutions. Our international media product was offered to
licensees with an alternative sound option.
Concerning content, we have created a successful eFootball
format: The Bundesliga Home Challenge. Over four match days,
29 clubs from the Bundesliga and Bundesliga 2 bridged the
football-free period and raised the interest to 8 million viewers.
Professional footballers as Achraf Hakimi, that time player of
Borussia Dortmund, or Borussia Mönchengladbach’s Jonas
Hofmann were involved.

Have you worked with any startups?
We permanently work together with startups in a wide variety of
areas. One example is Immersiv.io from France, providing XR
experience across different platforms. We collaborated in the
development of the 5G In-Stadium application to combine their
AI and XR expertise, Vodafone’s 5G network and the Bundesliga
official match data. Together we developed a showcase for a
unique in-stadium experience which attracted worldwide
attention. With this application fans are now able to display
information about players on the pitch with a simple click on their
mobile display via augmented reality without any tangible latency.
Furthermore, with "DFL for Equity", the DFL has created a
portfolio of participations in innovative companies within the
media, technology and sports industries. The program offers
assets, creativity, network, DFL Group related know how and
consulting support ranging from product development, market
launch and growth phase to innovative partner companies. To
date, DFL has partnered with three companies: the mobile app
start-up MOVEZ, ryghts, which carries out piracy surveillance in
the international media market, and Track160, which offers an
optical tracking system based on artificial intelligence for football.

Andreas Heyden

EVP Digital Innovations

Frankfurt, Germany

dfl.de
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Interview: LaLiga
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

Our goal is to deliver the maximum value to the business and the
fan using technology, our ecosystem, and the culture of
innovation. We do this through:
Technological strategy: helping to find the most efficient
technological solutions that best respond to business needs.
Technological transformation: helping to adopt and scale
solutions and adapting to the new digital mentality that this
demands, connecting with the internal and external digital
ecosystem.
Innovation: generating innovation initiatives supported by
technology and creativity, focusing on business objectives and
fans, and enhancing an innovative culture within LaLiga.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
We would highlight AI, data gathering and analysis for
decision-making associated with wearables, IOT, and digital
experience.
Spanish clubs have been working alongside LaLiga in order to put
technology at the core of their business. This has led to the
installation of new tools that have proved referential in the world
of sport.
Among recent examples: RCD Mallorca adopted wearable
technology that allows for the remote monitoring of players’
workouts; Celta de Vigo installed remote video technology at the
club’s A Madroa training complex; Osasuna made headlines

around the world as it adopted intelligent shin pads in club
academies; Valencia CF introduced the VCF Seat Delivery service
that will allow fans to order food and drink from their seats at
Mestalla and Real Sociedad has been embracing smart scarves
and smart shirts, using wearable NFC tags.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
The example most directly related to the pandemic is found in
audiovisual production. Together with its partners Mediapro and
EA Sports, LaLiga created virtualized stands in every LaLiga
stadium which simulates the presence of fans in the seats, with
ambient audio that complements the viewing experience.
Thanks to technology created with the graphic specialists of
VIZRT, it has been possible to enhance our match broadcasts
during this time and offer to fans the option of enjoying an
experience that emulates sensations of watching a match in a full
stadium.

Have you worked with any startups?
We have created The Original Inspiration Centre as LaLiga’s open
innovation platform to attract talent and ideas globally, to grow
together and impact football, sports & entertainment industries.
As the steppingstone of the platform we organized 2019’s Startup
Competition, launched together with Global Sport Innovation
Centre powered by Microsoft (GSIC). This competition has
proven LaLiga’s global reach by attracting 279 startups from 55
countries, and resulted in 10 winners and 8 pilot projects. Apart
from startups, now we attract many other different types of
institutions to the ecosystem.

Some of our challenges and how we address them by working
with startups are:
Product: deliver the best entertainment product at international
level with focus on the new emerging models based on
streaming. Here, we are running pilots with startups to test, for
example, watch together solutions on automatic TV production.
Data: data-based decision making or data for fan knowledge and
customer orientation to improve their experience. Here, we are
running pilots with startups to test the impact of thermographic
data on players’ performance or the use of smart jerseys
equipped with NFC tags which offer exclusive content and
rewards programmes for fans.
Glocal Strategy: Our global product is adapted to the conditions
and needs of the local fan (multi-channel, multi-language,
relevant and adapted content) creating a ‘glocal’ approach. Here,
we recently ran a pilot specifically for our US fans to test digital
fan events during live matches.

Minerva Santana
Director

Madrid, Spain

laliga.com
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Interview: Major League Soccer
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

MLS has the youngest fans in American pro sports, so we see
innovation and technology as paramount to delivering on our
fan’s expectations for a great fan experience. In general we think
about innovation/technology and its ability to impact three core
areas of our business 1) The play on the field 2) Our
Broadcast/Media and 3) Our stadiums and general fan
experience.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Automation: AI and Machine learning are transforming our game.
New tools provide instant insight to our coaching staffs, create
game data without human intervention, automatically create
match highlight videos and in the not-too-distant future we
believe that AI and automated workflows will be able to help
produce an all new game broadcast. In short automation is
already impacting just about every area of our business and its
impact will only grow as connectivity improves.
Cloud technology: More and more of our core business
functionsare moving into the cloud which is enabling more
seamless workflows across locations and opening up really
interesting uses cases for the future of broadcast and media. No
longer do you need physical infrastructure to create content and
produce games. It will be exciting in the coming years to see as
we all adapt to a post COVID world how cloud technology
continues to grow and impact the soccer world.
5G: New high speed data will allow for automated systems to
transfer data in real-time, enabling new broadcast experiences

and powering new more powerful mobile applications that can
play a great role in delivering a stellar (and customized)
in-stadium experience for our fans.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID?
We used AR technology to super impose sponsorship messages,
fan videos and real-time stats on the field of play during our MLS
is Back Tournament in Orlando.
During every match we created 3 giant virtual jumbotrons to
bring our fans watching at home into the match, for these
broadcasts we deployed a fan DJ who would host the party, pick
which fans to showcase on the screens and curate social media
in real time into the experience. We had over 30K people try the
experience during our tournament.
In Orlando we also deployed a 300ft long 20ft high wall that we
used to virtually display sponsor and fan messages that would
update live during every game in our tournament.

Have you worked with any startups?
Second Spectrum: Their camera system is installed in all of our
stadiums delivering automated coaching insights via the cloud
for our technical staff, enhanced highlights for our fans and we
will be delivering the first ever augmented broadcasts for our
playoffs. These augmented broadcasts will showcase the position
of every player on the field in real time, player speed and much like
a video game will super impose the players name on-top of his
head when he has the ball. We see this as the future of our
broadcast experience and expect this system to grow by leaps
and bounds in the seasons ahead.

WSC: Provides automated highlights for every MLS match using
their algorithm and our official match data. WSC also allows any
of our content staff to easily and quickly create clips to augment
whatever content the creator is working on.
SMT: Provides AR technology that allows us to create all new
graphics for our matches. The SMT system is capable of
superimposing sponsor graphics, fan videos or photos and game
data directly onto the field or anywhere in the stadium that we
designate. The system also has a powerful visualization engine to
create 3D visualizations that we will use for special big match
moments (Think MLS Cup Final).

Chris Schlosser

Senior Vice President - Media

New York, USA

mlssoccer.com
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Interview: Barça Innovation Hub
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

My main role is leading the Barça Innovation Hub at FCB, a
project that has three pillars of activity.
Long-term research and development projects where we, with
third parties, create projects that generate IP and at some point,
can become either a research paper or lead to new products and
services.
Innovation where we work with startups to develop products, and
services. We embed the FC Barcelona know-how into the IP of
products and services so that they can better fit the needs of the
club but also the market.
Knowledge sharing where we have an e-learning platform with
more than 60 programs, 9 presence-based Masters alongside our
conferences running every year.
So in a nutshell, I would describe Barça innovation hub as a mix of
research and development, a center of corporate innovation, and
a university.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Firstly, we are seeing more companies develop computer vision
solutions that allow data tracking from live games and training
sessions. This allows us to really start thinking about big data.
Previously, companies developed solutions where a lot of manual
post-processing work was needed, we are seeing that less now.
Using AI & ML we can expand the number & volume of data sets
for tactical analysis, but also from a scouting standpoint. This also

leads to a gamification layer where everybody that likes football
can access this tracking data to create their own analysis and
share on social media.

Have you worked with any startups?

Secondly, personalized training using technology is all about the
content that goes beyond just plain video. That's something that
will come in the next year: how people are training individually by
themselves in football. We're already seeing that in basketball,
where content is going beyond just video. You can do your drills in
a more gamified experience with extended formats and
augmented reality and then share it on a social platform. This
trend is a good mix of talent development, performance
monitoring, and fan engagement.

Real Track Systems: A project where we've been working on
product design, new performance measurements, and new
user-centric data visualizations. All based on bringing Barça
knowledge and final user's feedback into the reports and the
continuous evolution of the product.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID?
Of course, I would say that Covid-19 in our case accelerated the
digital transformation of the club. The internal processes were
digitized and from a cultural standpoint that brought a lot of
different ways to work remotely, to manage teams, and to make
processes more effective. That's from an innovation standpoint.
But of course, the pandemic will create a wider impact in the
coming years as it will bring some human behavior changes. For
example, you're going to see the democratization of sports
content production with increasingly AI-based automated
solutions. We want to play an important role here, to be a leader in
this space.

Here are three case studies of our projects with startups

Pixellot: The club worked with them first as a client-supplier
relationship but last year we started to work together with a joint
innovation approach developing different functionalities of the
coaching solution and the development of their amateur solution
for academies.
Synchro Software: Acquired by Bentley Systems last year, it is a
planning management solution for infrastructure development
that can be applied to sports venues. We are working with them
to extend their software solution into a mixed reality experience.
At the end of the project, you will be able to see, on the
construction site with a 4D model using mixed reality, what was
planned and compare that to what was executed.

Albert Mundet

Barça Innovation Hub Director
at Strategy & Innovation

Barcelona, Spain

barcainnovationhub.com
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Interview: Real Madrid Next
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

Real Madrid CF has been developing innovative projects for
many years. These have been directly within dedicated areas
inside the club and last year we created a single unit to be the
innovation center for the Club. So Real Madrid NEXT is the
concretization of these numerous years of innovative projects
with the idea to have a dedicated platform to assess and set up
innovative projects for the whole Club.
With this new entity Real Madrid CF will carry out unique
technological innovation projects that are aimed to improve,
not only the operation of Real Madrid but the industry of sports
as a whole. These projects will be developed alongside startups
and established leading IT companies, supporting them with
Real Madrid resources, assets and industry know-how to
develop best-in-class solutions.
We work in many fields of innovation including E-health,
Performance, Fan engagement (both digital and in-stadium),
Audiovisual content, Cybersecurity & technology and Social
across the Foundation Real Madrid.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Currently there is a real trend on second screen experience
while watching a live event associated with social network
communication. It is totally in the new area of digitizing the
sports and responding to the expectations of the fans who are
multi connected right now and want to access more data,
analysis and share their feelings on different media platforms.
There are also a lot of new possibilities to propose digital
collectibles to enhance the experience on the second screen,
also associated with gamification and innovative services. The
digitization of many elements of our daily life allows all of this.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID?
To promote our women elite team and share more contents on
social networks, we have proposed a new tool to share content
of high quality and to have more engagement to the followers of
Real Madrid. In a few weeks we have seen the increase of 164%
of engagements and 77% more posts on Instagram for example
and 128% increase in estimated impressions on Twitter.

Have you worked with any startups?
We are developing several projects with Startups that are still
under progress and quite confidential as the entity Real Madrid
Next has less than one year of life! But we can mention that we
will release in the near future some innovative projects in
various areas including a graphic innovation for live event and
VOD, a connected tool to enhance players’ performance on the
field and a tracking system of high precision to improve the fan
journey within the stadium.
We’d be glad to announce all of them at the right moments in
the upcoming months!

Julien Piwowar

Responsible Innovation at Real Madrid

Madrid, Spain

score.fundingbox.com
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Interview: FC Bayern München
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

As one of the leading football clubs in the world, we are
continuously looking for innovation and new technology for our
club’s on and off pitch activities. In recent years, we rolled out a
set of innovations such the FC Bayern Hackdays, a VR experience,
the FC Bayern Digital Campus or esports. Currently, we are
working on a new augmented reality feature bringing the
Champions League trophy digitally into the homes of our fans
around the globe. In order to create new revenue streams, we
launched the FC Bayern Media Lab, a subsidiary of FC Bayern
München AG, with its main business areas of scaling backend
systems, scaling frontend and content management systems,
digital consulting and start-up investments. And as a network
platform we grow our impact by bringing together sponsors,
startups, corporations, and business partners, ultimately building
an innovation and technology ecosystem.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
We are seeing some larger trends impacting the sports industry
such as the increasing importance of data and analytics or the
ongoing change of how people consume content. The influence
of big tech companies is rather getting bigger than smaller in the
daily business of football clubs. We see online retailers acquire
sports media rights, mobile usage grows at an incredible high
pace and video becomes the key format for content platforms. On
top, new tech and analytics in the fields of training, tactics,
health, or scouting become increasingly important. Our digital
experts operate at the front of these developments every day.

However, most importantly is to center our fans in the middle of
all our activities. Their needs have also to be addressed in the
digital world.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
Adoption and speed have been key in the beginning of the COVID
crises. Our main objective was and still is to keep the tie to our
fans as close as possible. We have implemented virtual training
sessions for our athletes and shared the recordings with all fans
through our owned and operated digital channels. Our partners
have shifted their communication and activation completely to
digital. Hence, we created various new formats such as the Digital
Audi Summer Tour to compensate our partners for rights which
have been impossible to activate due to COVID. In addition, we
supported the local community by helping small offline stores to
continue their business online. With our first-ever FC Bayern
eSports Cup we streamed an exciting event where we had
professionals from our football men’s, women’s, junior and
basketball team competing in a remote virtual football
tournament. As soon as the first games after the corona break
kicked off again, we gave our fans the opportunity to take a seat in
the stadium virtually via video chat which have been streamed on
digital screens in the stands.

Have you worked with any startups?
We have a designated team which is responsible for screening,
evaluating, and partnering with promising startups that aim to
impact the world of sports. We keep observing new ideas in
sports, but also in other fields such as media, e-commerce,

fitness and activity, health, or food tech. As part of a
media-for-equity model, we have already invested in two
innovative companies: NeXR technologies and Dugout. NeXR is a
specialized agency developing augmented reality and virtual
reality projects. Dugout is a football content platform delivering
original club video content to fans around the world. To further
expand our startup ecosystem, we have recently partnered up
with Bits & Pretzels, Europe's leading start-up conference.

Stefan Mennerich
Director Media, Digital &
Communication

Munich, Germany

fcbayern.de
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Interview: Borussia Dortmund
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

We observe every trend and evaluate carefully if, when and how it
can help the club and above all the fans.

A football club has to keep up with the times. Here at Borussia
Dortmund the fan is the prime focus. All our activities target the
fans’ needs and behaviour. This also means all our activities
regarding innovation and technology are geared to the fan and his
needs. So we are in regular contact with fan groups, listening to
feedback wherever possible and analysing as many behaviour
patterns and reactions as possible.

In an ever more rapidly changing world where nothing can be
taken for granted, it is more important than ever to explore new
avenues and, if necessary, try out new business models.
Especially in the sports business there are still opportunities to
become active outside the core business and open up new
sources of revenue.

We always first analyse the internal challenges and then look for
specific solutions, which can come from inside or outside. We are
willing to enter into co-operations if we cannot find a better or
more efficient solution internally. Particularly when it comes to
technology, we always question whether the specific approach is
really needed and whether it will solve a specific problem for the
club or to the fans’ satisfaction.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Apart from a fundamental change in the fans’ media behaviour,
we are looking specifically at data, block chain and new
businesses. Without valid data, we cannot offer fans the intensive
football experience that makes BVB so special. We aim to reach
as many fans as possible, as intensively and individually as
possible, and offer them the relevant information and products at
the right time. This requires a certain amount of data. We also
believe that block chain technology can have a similar impact on
us all as the Internet had of late. At Borussia Dortmund we do not
see ourselves as a first mover, but rather a kind of smart mover.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
Due to the cancelled match days in March and April, we created
Digital Match Days at short notice. We entertained the fans with a
long livestream. Within a few days we also set up a fundraising
campaign to save the local restaurateurs and promoted them on
the Digital Match Days. Over € 200,000 were collected for some
140 local businesses in and around Dortmund which were unable
to generate any income from the fans due to the cancelled match
days. Another entertaining element was a friendly match on each
of the 4 Digital Match Days against another club in FIFA21. The
virtual match experience compensated for the real one, even
though it will never replace it.

Have you worked with any startups?
Through the above-described targeted approach to find the right
start-up for our challenges, we can already report some
successes. One of them is with the Israeli start-up Pico, which
helps us to unmask, so to speak, the numerous anonymous fans
on social media and finally transfer their data to our CRM. This
allows us to address them more personally and offer them a

better experience around our club. Pico uses a combination of
gamification and ChatBot, where the fan is exposed in a fun way
to suitable content on selected social media channels, e.g. in a
quiz or survey, and at the end is asked for his data and opt-in in a
cleverly set-up funnel. This is working increasingly well and we
have already been able to bind a five-digit number of fans closer
to our club.
A second example is the German start-up Liquiditeam with whom
we are setting up a fan token. This is a utility token, more an
access to certain contents and activities than a tradeable
currency. Apart from the block chain-based technology,
Liquiditeam is also creating a mobile app where the token can be
acquired. This project is a kind of new ecosystem with which we
want to address international fans in particular. Apart from
learning from fan behaviour, it is also important that we have first
access to a block chain, so in future we not only talk about it, but
also have a concrete use case that brings us closer to the topic
and enables us to better evaluate future uses of the technology.
The token and app will be launched in a beta version in December
and be generally available from March 2021.

Simon Mayr
Head of Digital

Dortmund, Germany

bvb.de
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Interview: Paris Saint-Germain
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

At Paris Saint-Germain, our innovation activities are structured
under two major playing fields: performance and corporate
innovation.
Performance Innovation: We contribute to both generating new
knowledge for PSG in the areas of training methodology, player
monitoring and game analysis as well as disseminating
knowledge for the benefit of the whole ecosystem through
proprietary events such as the “Striving for Excellence” summit.
Corporate Innovation: We were among the first to reinvent the
brand positioning of a football club for example. Our definition of
innovation is “something different that creates value” and, to this
end, we develop programs within the organization to funnel this
creativity with ad-hoc processes and tools to get a quicker and
bigger impact for the Club. We believe that to innovate we have to
collaborate, internally and externally, which is why we build
comprehensive innovation ecosystems around PSG that
generate significant value for us and for our partners. We also
work closely with academic institutions, both in France and
internationally, to generate unique initiatives.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Some of the trends that have impacted the football industry over
the past few years encompass artificial intelligence, advanced
player-monitoring systems and the development of the
low-touch economy.

Artificial intelligence is enabling the football industry to make
better, informed decisions. As an example, at PSG the volume of
data that we collect over a season has increased dramatically.
Once processed efficiently through algorithms that are not only
learning from our queries, but are also proposing solutions to
challenges that we haven’t detected yet, we can extract
invaluable insights that will improve the decision making process
across the board. On player monitoring, we closely follow the
development of advanced systems that measure health-related
physiological data (such as muscle oxygenation, muscle
degradation, and continuous blood glucose), which will enable us
to calculate more accurately the efforts that players sustain
throughout a season and thus develop novel ways to reduce their
risk of getting injured.
Lastly, considering that we are living through unprecedented
times during the COVID-19 pandemic, the low-touch economy is
developing novel pathways to mitigate health risks and improve
the overall fan experience. We need to anticipate how fans will
react after this period. We are expecting shifts in fan behavior,
new regulations and engagement journey disruptions.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
Over the last 6 months, we have implemented several innovative
initiatives. During the Champions League Final 8, for example, our
fans were unable to attend our games and share their passion
with the team due to COVID. For this, our Voice of Customer team
developed online watching parties where fans and former PSG
players were hosted in virtual rooms to cheer players together
and recreate the passion of supporting the club together.

Finally, we are currently studying solutions to bring our fans back
to the stadium while protecting their health and safety. These
solutions spread from health check (temperature, testing),
stadium sanitization (UVC technologies) and tracking fans flow
using camera and computer vision.

Have you worked with any startups?
We are currently working on some projects but are not yet at
liberty to discuss them. We hope to make these and our other
initiatives public soon.

Mathieu Lacome

Head of Research and Innovation

Paris, France

psg.fr
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Interview: Benfica Lisbon
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

We’ve always considered ourselves an Innovative Club. As most
companies, Technology is used in all aspects of our activity, both
in Sports and the Corporate Environments. The Digital
transformation journey is a reality for our Members and Fans offer,
with Mobile solutions that allow all kinds of purchases and
benefits. We aim to use technology to better understand our Fans
profiles and create not only a 360º view but also to increase the
engagement
with
Benfica
Brand,
domestically
and
internationally. On the Sports side, we have a long history of
developing in-house solutions, like our Academy management
platform, and the ability to use and integrate the best the market
has to offer. Today, it is impossible to consider player evaluation
and performance without physical and tracking monitoring
solutions. All aspects of player development are recorded and
analyzed by multidisciplinary teams, using Business Intelligence
tools and Models.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
We believe the trend around non-invasive, real-time monitoring is
one that can have the biggest impact. Data science and
technology at sport has gotten us to a point where we can answer
the questions that pertain to winning, but sometimes the speed
of delivery of such insight is more valuable than the quality of the
insight itself. If you survey clubs around the world, you will learn
that the typical athlete and support staff have many touchpoints
with the club throughout the day. The idea is to reduce these
number of touchpoints and non-invasive technology can help us

capture position, speed, acceleration, and body pose of our
athletes as well as potentially being able to automatically tag
events. The combination of these things can help us produce
decision making profiles for our players, which is at the core of
understanding this game better.
Another trend that we see in football technology is that as
baseline solutions such as athlete management systems get
cheaper to make, the scale of access to such tools for teams
under the professional tier will increase rapidly. This will change
football at all levels, and potentially the way young athletes are
developed in the future. This wide scale adoption of technology
will have an impact as well in how coaches of tomorrow are
trained to be able to operate in an environment where technology
and data are just another tool at their disposal.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
We’ve adapted a lot of our in-house solutions to work in a
work-at-home scenario, but we don’t feel they were major
Innovations. We do believe that the innovation came from the
staff and athletes that were the first ones to adapt to
confinement and keep working at the best possible level.

Have you worked with any startups?
Although we cannot share specific details of a case study, we are
interacting with a few startups around different topics in
performance. With MAP Sports—a startup in the US focusing
around identifying the key psychological traits that relate to
performance, we are intending to improve the way that we assess

our players so that they are maturing in areas on and off the pitch.
With N3XT Sports - a startup focused on innovation
transformation - we are aiming to help make more efficient our
operational processes and sustainably integrating research into
practice. Another startup that we are working with is Data
Science Portugal (DSPT). They are a data science community in
Portugal that focuses on creating knowledge sharing and
networking events for the data science community in Portugal.

João Copeto

Chief Technology and
Information Systems Officer

Lisbon, Portugal

slbenfica.pt
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Interview: Clube Atlético Mineiro
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

Describe your main activities in the field of innovation and
technology
Innovation and technology are pillars of Atlético Mineiro's
strategic plan. We started using Big Data to understand more
about the habits of our fans. The goal is to create products
tailored to the different groups of fans, in addition to unique
experiences.
All information is being handled by data scientists, through
information acquired from ticket sales, Atlético's store, digital
platforms, events, supporters and emails. Thus, it was possible to
assess the consumption profile and provide exclusive
promotions for each group of fans.
With this information it was possible to create commercial
strategies for the various fans, for example the fans and the
children.
We have some esports and games initiatives, which is an
important pillar of revenue and relationship with fans. We created
some teams that are participating in important virtual
competitions, which generates the possibility of attracting new
sponsors for this platform. Next year we will have an exclusive
department for games.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Create a culture of knowing fans in depth, using technology and
data processing tools, where we can associate the desire of fans

with those of our sponsors. We have implemented management
tools to expand the relationship with sponsors, and we have
managed to create customized strategies focused on
engagement, lead generation and sales.
We are focused on creating and generating relevant content for
our fans. Atlético Mineiro has become one of the clubs with the
highest content generation in Brazil, mainly in South America.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
In the pandemic, we launched the Official Athletic App that has
more than 60 thousand users in less than 60 days. On this
platform, the fan has information about the club and participates
in various experiences and also accumulates coins to be
exchanged for exclusive products. We also launched the pasta
shopping mall with double cashback for the supporting partner.
In addition to creating a new proprietary technological asset, the
club now has an excellent tool for collecting data and generating
new revenue.
The Galo app is here to stay and is already preparing the next leap
towards the digital partner, in search of a large-scale digital
revenue generation strategy with Athletes from around the world.

Have you worked with any startups?
In 2020 Rooster will use data intelligence offered by startups to
trace employee behavioral profiles and even capture "talents" in
the market in the different areas of the club

Atlético's goal is to improve the relationship and draw career
plans for its employees with the technology offered by the
company called Sólides. The startup uses artificial intelligence
that allows behavioral mapping, skills development, performance
evaluation, climate and performance research.
Atlético will soon have a Hub focused on startups to develop
solutions for one of our main pillars - Innovation. The idea is to
foster partnerships with technology hubs around the country and
select the main startups in the areas of finance, recruitment,
games and artificial intelligence.
Soccer teams need to create strategies outside the 4 lines,
through innovative solutions based on the behavior of the fans.

Leandro Figueiredo Magalhaes
Commercial Director

Belo Horizonte, Brazil

atletico.com.br
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Interview: FC Goa
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

Firstly, we just announced a strategic partnership between FC
Goa and RB Leipzig is primarily about the sharing of knowledge
and know-how so that both parties can achieve their long term
ambitions. Working together will help both clubs make
tremendous inroads towards our long term goal of developing
Indian footballers for the international arena. Both clubs intend to
build from the ground up by laying the foundations for grassroots
football, starting with Online Soccer Camps. Our approach for
this project will heavily integrate technology while trying to
ensure that our programs are accessible to as wide an audience
as possible.
Around tech and innovation, most of our investments are in the
areas of performance tracking and data analysis. We've invested
into and use wearables for real-time performance tracking and
injury prevention.
We're also tracking data, from both in-house and external
sources, and have Machine Learning algorithms in place that
help create and track KPIs of our on-field performances as well as
in identifying and targeting potential player recruits.
We're also working on a digital transformation project to try and
redefine the ways in which we engage with our fans as well as our
grassroots ecosystem, the first phase of which will be the Online
Soccer Camps supported by RB Leipzig.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
Firstly, we will continue to see an increase in the use of data and
technology on the performance side of things, specifically, the
use of wearables to not only track physical fitness and injury risk
but also to start measuring technical KPIs. Another developing
area could be leveraging emerging tech to find new and exciting
ways to connect with and engage with our fans, especially in a
post-pandemic world. This year in the ISL we are seeing Digital
Fan Walls in the stadium but we've also seen clubs in Europe
partner with AR/VR companies to take this to the next level.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
Our sister organization, the Forca Goa Foundation - ran a pilot
program of delivering coaching and feedback sessions through a
medium comfortable to most people - WhatsApp. Based on the
learnings, we are currently working on developing Online soccer
camps supported by RB Leipzig that will provide content and
coaching to young players across the country. In terms of fan
engagement, since it is a unique season where fans won’t be
allowed to visit the stadiums - we have created a digital fanzone
for enhanced interactions and engagement with our supporters

Have you worked with any startups?
Not yet, but we see ourselves engaging more in the coming year.

Akshay Tandon

President and Co-Owner

Goa, India

fcgoa.in
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Interview: DFB-Akademie TechLab
Please describe your main
innovation and technology

activities

in

As a part of our multidisciplinary team within the DFB-Akademie,
my main responsibility is to plan, coordinate and implement the
new TechLab. Our TechLab strives to provide evidence-based
recommendations on how to apply (football) technology and
innovation for specific use cases. We perceive technology not as
a means to an end in itself – but rather as specific techniques and
tools to address football-specific questions. While the TechLab
will be a dedicated part of our new headquarter (expected to be
open in Q4 2021), we are already building the TechLab around
three strategic pillars: player-centricity, testing grounds and
platform play.
First, we try to identify, develop and implement relevant
technologies with actual value for players – and thereby coaches
and experts – for our national teams and for clubs. Therefore, we
work closely with our range of performance experts (for example
for s&c, psychology or neurocentric training) to contribute to
their work with players on- and off-the-pitch.
Second, we want to provide the best conditions for innovative
tests, (applied) research and training sessions at our testing
grounds.
Third, we want to explore the evidence, practicability and
implications for technology in close collaboration with experts
and decision makers from football, business and start-ups as well
as academia. To contribute to the vast amount of football
technology expertise in the ecosystem, we will offer plenty of
options to collaborate along the TechLab process we are
currently testing – like joint experimental testing sessions or
events and knowledge exchange.

What are the most impactful trends you see in
football technology?
I see three trends that are currently having a major impact to
further develop relevant football technology. First, football
technology becomes more industry-specific since more football
clubs and federations are creating open innovation units to
tackle the specific questions they face. A second major trend is
the rise of experiments to evaluate the value and impact of
football technology. Like many other industries, football is
becoming more aware of the power of experiments to
complement intuition with evidence-based decision making.
Third, the increasing openness among football entities to
collaborate and jointly advance the understanding of football
technology allows to bring together experiences and learnings.

Have you implemented any innovative solutions
as a result of COVID-19?
As a response to COVID, we prioritized already on-going projects
with a focus on recovery management to support our s&c
coaches in a challenging season with a high frequency of games.
Working closely with our Manager Data Science & Machine
Learning, Pascal Bauer, we are currently building an interactive
web-application that harmonizes physical workload data from
multiple tracking vendors and clubs to allow for longitudinal
monitoring of training and matches throughout the season. In
addition, we have also started to investigate how technology can
help our players to optimize sleep and began to provide
technology solutions as well as actionable knowledge from
experts on the topic.

Have you worked with any startups?
We already started working with selected startups – like Vasper
and Be Your Best – to further test and refine the strategic pillars of
our TechLab. Together with Vasper and a youth team of a
Bundesliga club, we are investigating in a first pilot study if the
Vasper system improves objective physical performance metrics
of players as well as if the players subjectively like the training
experience and feel an improvement. With Be Your Best, we are
currently working on testing and further developing technology
to track and train scanning behavior of players.

Sebastian Koppers
Project Lead TechLab

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

dfb-akademie.de
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Interview: Reimagine Football
Please describe your initiative
Reimagine Football is an open innovation challenge initiated by
the Football Innovation Platform. This challenge invited
companies to submit their solutions that can help football
organizations adapt to the Covid-19 era. Many football
organizations are facing similar challenges that come with the
current pandemic. Therefore, soon after European football was
deeply impacted by the outbreak, leading innovative football
organizations joined forces in collecting and assessing solutions
offered in the market. 329 solutions were submitted through
www.reimaginefootball.com. The website provided an open
platform for everybody with interest to see the applications and
participate in discussions on the value and applicability of the
submissions. In total, more than 1,500 people joined the online
platform and engaged with the companies and subject matter
experts of the participating organizations.
The challenge was organized across 4 topics: (1) Fans at home, (2)
Stadium operations, (3) Fan experience and (4) Amateur football.

Who are your partners and how are they
involved?
Leading innovative football organizations UEFA, City Football
Group, Royal Netherlands Football Association (KNVB), AFC Ajax
and the Johan Cruĳff ArenA launched the Football Innovation
Platform during fall 2019. The platform was launched to share
expertise, cooperate in the gathering and selection of
innovations, and to jointly initiate pilot projects.
The Reimagine Football challenge was supported by KPMG,
whose innovation consulting group facilitated the challenge

process. The programme was co-funded by the European
Regional Development Fund of the European Union.

What have been the outcomes of your initiative
so far?
From the >300 applications, 27 were selected to present their
solutions in an online final pitch event in September 2020. 6
solutions were awarded in this ceremony by a jury, consisting of
executives from the Football Innovation Platform members:
Fans at home: Livelike – A social platform for football fans that
gives an extra dimension to the football experience through a
combination of social interaction, gamification and
entertainment.
Stadium operations: Signify – Technology with which the air in a
stadium can be disinfected by means of UVC radiation, thereby
reducing the risk of airborne corona contamination.
Fan Experience (2 winners): Immersiv.io – An application that
allows stadium visitors to see live match information and player
statistics using augmented reality. Close – A technology that
enables fans to receive exclusive information and communicate
with other fans to join the match together.
Amateur football (2 winners): B42 – An app that offers the
possibility to remotely guide players in their rehabilitation from
injuries. Humanox – shin guards equipped with sensors that
measure and provide insight into player performance data via an
online platform.

What are your plans for the future?
The Football Innovation Platform is very positive about the results
of the challenge. Several pilot projects have started already and
opportunities are still being explored with other finalists. The
Football Innovation Platform has the intention to structurally
organize open innovation challenges and keep collaborating
closely to explore and execute innovation projects in football.

Giel Kirkels

Captain Knowledge Development
& Innovation, KNVB

Sander van Stiphout
Director International at Johan
Cruĳff ArenA

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

reimaginefootball.com
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Interview: Sport Innovation Alliance
Please describe your initiative
My name is Juan Iraola and I'm Chief Innovation Officer of Real
Sociedad, and one of the founders of the Sport Innovation
Alliance. My role in both organizations is the same: find new
revenue streams for the club, new ways to connect and engage
with fans, and new ways to improve the sport performance and
business performance of the club.

Who are your partners and how are they
involved?
Sport Innovation Alliance is made by 23 football clubs, from 22
countries all around the world. The alliance was born in november
2019 and 1 year later we are 23, more than double, it has not been
our goal, but SIA has had a great acceptance in the football
industry.
SIA is an alliance made by football clubs that would like to share
their knowledge & experiences, and at the same time, benefit
from synergies of being an alliance in areas such as technology,
sponsorships and esports.
I would like to mention specially to Ryan McCumber, the only
person who does not belong to a club and is a member of the
founders team. Here are the partner teams:
Europe: Wolverhampton Wanderers F.C (England), Celtic F.C
(Scotland), Legia Warsaw (Poland), Cercle Brugge K.S.V. (Belgium),
AS Saint-Étienne (France), Cagliari Calcio (Italy), Real Sociedad
(Spain), Dundalk F.C (Ireland), AEK Athens F.C (Greece), FC
Spartak Moscow (Russia)
North & South America: Los Angeles FC (USA), Club Deportivo
Guadalajara (Mexico), Caracas F.C. (Venezuela), Deportivo

Saprissa (Costa Rica), C.S. Emelec (Ecuador), Sporting Cristal
(Perú), Atlético Nacional (Colombia), Club Deportivo Universidad
Católica (Chile), CR Vasco da Gama (Brazil), Club Nacional de
Football (Uruguay), Club Atlético Peñarol (Uruguay), Racing Club
de Avellaneda (Argentina)

What are your plans for the future?

Asia: Al-Ittihad Club (Saudi Arabia)

Project 1: Digital Assets Monetization

What have been the outcomes of your initiative
so far?

Innovate and sell the digital assets of SIA's clubs as a unique
entity. Find new ways to connect fans, brands and clubs; and at
the same time convert them in new revenue streams for the
club.

We have already made some agreements with different partners:
Knot: You First Sports. To help monetize YouTube channels
Sponsor.online: A company that offers a marketplace that allows
clubs to upload all their digital assets.
SportsKred: A company that allows clubs to identify a cost / value
for brands that want to deliver campaigns through the club social
networks; and manage their social networks campaigns at 2
levels: clubs' level and players' level.
Horizm: A solution that allow clubs to Identify a cost / value for
brands that want to deliver campaigns through the club social
networks
Olocip: A company that offers the implementation of Artificial
Intelligence systems applied to the generation of knowledge
through scientifically validated methodologies in the field of
scouting and predictive performance analysis.
Tisa: A company that offers Implementation of Artificial
Intelligence systems applied to the generation of knowledge
through scientifically validated methodologies in the field of
scouting and predictive performance analysis.

One vision we have to SIA is became the innovation department
of the football clubs of the alliance, this innovation activity could
be explained in different projects:

Project 2: Technology hub
Researching and screening technical solutions, LABs, HUBs, and
Startups in different regions, technologies
Make special economic agreements with technology vendors,
certified by this company
Advisory service for New Stadium construction or Remodeling
process, to change or acquire a new technology or digital
application, etc.
Project 3: Artificial Intelligence Lab
Create a global & permanent artificial intelligence LAB at SIA
level. Where the clubs can offer the challenges to be solved and
the scenarios to implement the pilots; we consider that is the
best way to bring new technology to a football club.

Juan Iraola

Chief Innovation Officer,
Real Sociedad

Madrid, Spain

sportinnovationalliance.com
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Other Innovation Initiatives in FootballTech
Name
1.FC Köln Hype Spin Accelerator

Type
Accelerator

Key Facts
Innovation collaboration between FC Köln and Hype Sports Innovation
Cohort twice a year of 10-12 startups each

Location
Cologne, Germany

Initiative by the City Football Group & Sapphire Sports

City Startup Cup

VOZÃO CONECTA

Accelerator

Accelerator

Looking for solutions in stadium management, innovation, long term
sustainibilty, smart connectivity

Partnership between Ceará Sporting Club and Enzima
First open innovation program of Brazilian Football

Manchester, UK

Ceara, Brazil

Collaboration between Werder Bremen and BetahausX

WerderLab

FFF Innovation Awards

Arsenal Innovation Lab

Danish Football Innovation Center

Accelerator

Competition

Innovation Lab

Innovation Lab

Looking at solutions for talent prediction, injury prevention, digital
content management & partner relationships
Initiative by French Football Federation & Global Sports Week Paris
Awards in the areas of Sports Performance, Fan Engagement & Social
Responsibilty
Ten week programme for startups who can utilize facilties at Arsenal FC
Focused mainly on Fan Engagement solutions

Driven by Syddansk Universitet (SDU) - the University of Southern
Denmark’s Department of Sports Science & Clinical Biomechanics

Berlin, Germany

Paris, France

London, UK

Odense, Denmark

Collaborative model to emerge and uncover innovation

Nummer 11

VCF Innovation Hub

Innovation Lab

Innovation Lab

Football innovation network set up by the KNVB
Goal is to develop new knowledge that strengthens football in the
Netherlands
Supports startups of young talents in Valencia
Focused on four verticals grouped into two blocks: Medicine and
Academy (Sports); Smart Stadium and Fan Engagement (Technology)

Zeist, The Netherlands

Valencia, Spain

Various activities, mainly in Europe
Our goal at SportsTechX is to give overviews as
comprehensive as they can be. That’s why we also want
to highlight a few other innovation initiatives that we
have seen in FootballTech.
There were quite a few accelerator programs set up in
the recent years, with 1. FC Köln being the early adopter.
What they all have in common is that a club partnered
with an external partner who brings in the
startup/technology experience. A clear sign that those
skills are still rather on the rare side in the industry. A
special mention goes out to VOZÃO CONECTA, the first
program seen outside of Europe, located in football
hotspot Brazil. We’ll follow their journey closely.
In the competition field we’ve seen the French Football
Federation running two award events together with
Global Sports Week Paris. Their website is currently
inactive, so let’s see if a third one will follow.
The innovation lab section brings up initiatives by both
clubs and associations and with the new Danish
Football Innovation Center run by Syddansk University
also an academic front-runner. Arsenal Innovation Lab
was launched in 2017 as one of the first initiatives in the
industry and generated quite some attention, but has
gone a bit quiet since. Valencia CF recently announced
their new innovation lab, another initiative we’re curious
about.
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Nummer 11

Danish Football Innovation Center

Zeist, The Netherlands
knvb.nl/campus/nummer-11

Odense, Denmark
sdu.dk/en/om_sdu/institutter_centre/iob_idraet_og_biomekanik

Reimagine Football
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
reimaginefootball.com

FC Bayern München
Munich, Germany
fcbayern.de

City Startup Cup

Manchester, UK
mancity.com/news/club-news/club-news/2019/june/city-football-group-start-up-challenge

Borussia Dortmund
Dortmund, Germany
bvb.de

DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga

Paris Saint-Germain

Frankfurt, Germany
dfl.de

Paris, France
psg.fr

DFB-Akademie TechLab

UEFA Innovation Hub

Major League Soccer

Nyon, Switzerland
uefa.com/insideuefa/football-development/innovation-hub

New York, USA
mlssoccer.com

Benfica Lisbon

Goa, India
fcgoa.in

Barça Innovation Hub
Barcelona, Spain
barcainnovationhub.com

Belo Horizonte, Brazil
atletico.com.br

VOZÃO CONECTA
Ceara, Brazil
vozaoconecta.com/en

Frankfurt am Main, Germany
dfb-akademie.de

FC Goa

Lisbon, Portugal
slbenfica.pt

Clube Atlético Mineiro
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LaLiga

Madrid, Spain
laliga.com

Real Madrid Next
Madrid, Spain
score.fundingbox.com

Sport Innovation Alliance
Madrid, Spain
sportinnovationalliance.com

VCF Innovation Hub
Valencia, Spain
valenciacf.com/es/innovation-hub
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Methodology
The data from this report was obtained from reviewing over
1,100 startups and over 500 funding deals in Global
FootballTech. Here are some key things to know about how
this analysis was approached. While we always want to be as
inclusive as possible, we have applied certain criteria to
ensure that all data is representative of current trends.

As far as possible, we have obtained public domain sources
for all the deals that we report on. This includes funding
announcements made on a variety of media channels.

All companies founded before the year 2000 have been
excluded.

In general, eCommerce based solutions have been
excluded, as those form part of the Web 1.0. So while there
has been innovation in products, the format itself isn’t new.
One last thing: As always, our team spends countless hours
pouring over interviews and data around startups and
funding rounds, but the nature of the beast that we try to
tackle is that some will get missed, especially from the last
year. However, we are confident that the information we
present paints a pretty accurate picture of what is
happening overall in the industry and so allows us to draw
strong inferences about where it is headed.

Only currently active companies have been considered for
the startups related data.
Only deals announced during the period of Jan 1, 2015 - Sep
30, 2020 were considered, (excluding the charts only for
2020 where Oct 2020 was also included).
Deals completed in that period for companies that are not
currently active have also been included.
As in every year, we expect some amount of reporting lag as
not all deals from last year would have been announced. As
a result, we have added 20% to the total funding value
reported for 2020.
All deals are reported in USD. For deals not in USD, the
average conversion rate for the deal currency to USD in the
deal year was utilized.

Esports game publishers, teams and leagues have been
excluded as they don’t find space in our framework.
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Thank you!
We would like to thank our fantastic team for the work that’s gone into
this report. Without their initiative, innovation and hard work this
wouldn’t have been possible. A team greater than the sum of its parts,
happy to have you guys on board!
Briana Ekanem

Communications Manager

Kevin Kariappa
Research Analyst

Rishabh Jain

Research Analyst
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Content Note
The content in this report is for general information purposes
only and can change at any time. SportsTechX can not
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